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4.9.5 Radial Expansion Inner Shell - Uranium 

The expansion of the inner shell adjacent to the uranium ring in the end 

of the cask was determined in the ANSYS analysts of Section 3.8 to be 

.084 inches outward. The radial growth of the uranium ring may be de

termined by considering the growth due to temperature effects. The temp

erature of the uranium ring Is calculated in Appendix D, Section VIII.  

401 + 377 
Average uranium temp. = 2 (average of nodes 22 and 23) 

=389OF 

CC= 9.35 x 10 -6 tn/in./OF (Sect. 1.2) 

R, = 23.375 In. (initial clearance of .125 in.) 

AR = 23.375(9.35 x 10-6)(389 - 68) 

- .07 

No Interference will occur since 

.084 . 07 + .125 
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4.9.6 SHELL STRESSES FOR THE POST-FIRE CONDITION 

INTRODUCTION 

Utilizing the finite element model described in Section 3. 8, the shell 
stresses were computed for the post-fire, steady-state temperature distri
butions. Additionally, the evaluation methods used for the normal cycle, 
with the appropriate changes in allowable stress values, were used to assess 
the adequacy of the cask. Structural stability of the shells was also investi
gated as was the possible degrading influence of creep on shell stability.  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The post-fire analysis indicated: 

a. Large shell stresses are developed due, in part, to high 

calculated lead pressure. However, these shell stresses 

are largely secondary in nature and thus do not present 

limitations on. the cask design as evidenced by the adequacy 

of the margins computed in the evaluation to the design 

criteria of Section 1. 2.  

b. The post-fire buckling analysis of the cask shell system 

indicates that there are no shell instabilities for the most 

demanding case of internal heat load and ambient tempera

ture.  

c. In the presence of representative initial imperfections and 

under the most severe temperature and lead pressure condi

tions, circumferential lead creep is seen to stabilize quickly 

and diminish. The creep does not relax the restraining 

influence of the lead.
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ANALYSIS FOR STRESS EVALUATION 

Model Description and Loading 

The ANSYS finite element model described in Section 3.8 served to simu

late the cask in the post-fire conditions. For the stress evaluation phase of 

the analysis, the post-fire, steady-state temperatures for the 70 kw heat 

load, 1300 F ambient were obtained from the thermal solution presented in 

Section VIII, Appendix D. A more severe temperature distribution for this 

same case is presented in Section VIII, Appendix E. Because the margins by 

which the stresses in the evaluation meet the allowables are large, it was 

not considered necessary to use the latest temperature distribution for the 

70 kw, 1300 F ambient case. However, in the buckling considerations, the 

more severe Section ViI, Appendix E temperatures were used.  

In addition to the 70 kw, 1300 F ambient post-fire solution, the 70 kw, 

-400 F ambient post-fire condition was included in the evaluation. The tem

peratures for this case were taken from Section VIII, Appendix E. For con

venience, the cask temperatures for the two post-fire cases used in the evalu

ation are sketched in Figs. 4.9.6-i and 2.  

The general ANSYS solution techniques described in Section 3.8 were 

used for the post-fire evaluation solutions. In these solutions, the stainless 

steel was considered elastic.  

RESULTS FROM ELASTIC STAINLESS STEEL CASK SOLUTIONS 

Figures 4.9.6-3 through 11 present the lead pressure and shell stresses 

resulting from the 70 kw, 1300 F ambient post-fire temperature distribution.  

These figures indicate lead pressure of approximately 1100 psi and a general 

stess level in the inner shell of approximately 30.0 ksi. Detailed stress
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component values for the post-fire solutions for each of the thirty-four 

evaluation locations of the cask shown in Figs. 3.8. 4-15 and 16 are pre

sented in the tabulation of base case stresses, Table 3.8.4-2. The 70 kw, 

1300 F and -400 F ambient post-fire results are listed in Table 3.8.4-2 as 

base case numbers 6 and 14, respectively.  

EVALUATION 

The only loading case examined for primary stresses in the post-fire 

evaluation was for the full pin-burst cavity pressure of 85. 8 psi. Table 

4.9.6-1 presents the results of this evaluation. To develop this table, the 

primary stresses of Table 3.8.4-1 for the 100 psi cavity pressure solution 

were multiplied by 0. 858 to obtain primary component stresses for an 85.8 psi 

cavity pressure load. The effective stresses were then computed at each sec

tion evaluated. The 0. 7 Su allowable is appropriate for this comparison.  

Using the base case stresses reported in Table 3.8.4-2, the primary 

plus secondary stresses were computed. Examining the primary plus 

secondary stresses at each cask location for the post-fire temperature distri

bution, Table 4.9. 6-2, three points in the cask are found to exceed the 0. 9 Su 

allowable stress: the outside of the inner shell at the top of the cask and both 

sides of the outer shell at the bottom of the cask. Since these stresses exceed 

the allowable, it was necessary, in accordance with the design criteria, to 

examine the peak stress range of these locations for the normal stress cycle 

augmented by the drop loadings and the post-fire conditions. Table 4.9.6-3 

presents the thirty-four base case combinations making up the loading condi

tions considered in this phase of the evaluation.  

The primary-plus-secondary stress range for each cask location was corn-
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puted using the method described in Section 3.8.5. In these calculations 

all 34 loading cases were used as reference cases to insure that the maxi

mum stress range was determined including fabrication , normal and 

accident conditions. The maximum stress range occurred with load case 

22 as reference. The stress range was computed for all 34 cask locations 

indicated in Figures 3.8.4 - 15 & 16. Table 4.9.6-4 presents the listing 

showing the maximum computed range of 123.6 ksi, which occurred at the 

outside of the outer shell at the bottom of the cask. Based on a conserva

tive stress concentration factor of 4.0, a peak stress range of 494 ksi was 

computed. This range is below the allowable stress (SalO = 650 ksi) for 

alternate 2 of the accident stress criteria (Sect. 1.1 p. XI-1-7d).  

SHELL STABILITY IN POST-FIRE CONDITIINS 

To accurately assess the states of stress in the cask shells and the lead 

pressures developed in the post-flre cases, additional ANSYS solutions were 

performed that considered the stainless steel shells to be elastic-plastic. The 

stress-strain curves used for these solutions were the same as those presented 

in Section 3. 8. The curves and the bilinearlzation required for the ANSYS 

solutions are shown in Fig. 4.9.6-12. In the bilinearization for the post-fire 

solutions, a total strain of 0.2 % was selected as the strain point to determine 

the elastic-plastic tangent slope. This strain level is approximately the maxi
mum expected strain in the post-fire solutions. As with the stress-strain 

curves used in the normal case, the 6000 F curve was bilinearized and the same 

elastic-plastic slope was used for curves of lower temperatures. In the buck

ling calculation, the 6000 F empirical relationship (adjusted for minimum 

yield stress) from Ref. 71 is used.  

The stress-strain curves employed to represent the lead in these solutions 

are given in Fig. 4.9.6-13. These curves are a combination of the experimen
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tal data from Ref. 20 and the high temperature lead data from the NL Research 

Laboratory, Ref. 81. The ANSYS bilinearization of the lead is also shown in 

Fig. 4.9.6-13. In the buckling solutions, the lead secant and tangent moduli 

for the particular conditions were specified as parameters to the solution and 

were further assumed to be constant as the shell loading parameters were 

varied.  

The thermal solutions used in the buckling stress calculations were all 

taken from Section VIfI, Appendix E. The temperatures of these solutions 

at the critical cask mid-plane are in general slightly higher, and the gradients 

slightly larger, than the solutions of Section VIII, Appendix D. With the 

higher temperatures and gradients, the stress-strain properties are degraded 

their maximum amount and with the higher gradients, the lead pressure levels 

are higher. Therefore, the Section VIII, Appendix E temperatures represent 

the more severe loadings.  

BucklInM of the Lower Unsupported Portion of the Inner .Shell 

The lower part of the inner shell backed by the cylindrical uranium sleeve 

does not have the support of the lead cushion to aid in shell stability. There

fore, the buckling stability of this part of the inner shell was examined separ

ately from the remainder of the shell. A sketch of the geometry of this part 

of the cask is given in Fig. 4.9.6-14.  

The maximum compressive stresses on the lower section of the shell are 

computed for the 70 kw, 1300 F ambient post-fire solution. In the solution, this 

region was shown to have membrane hoop stresses of -8481 psi and membrane 

axial stresses of -5909 psi. The shell temperature for this condition was 

4200 F.  

To determine the stability of the shell under these loadings, the buckling
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development of Appendix C was used in its single shell mode. In this solu

tion, the unsupported inner shell was examined for axial and circumferential 

buckling. The axial half wave lengths were varied consistent with the possible 

integer number of half waves between the uranium support ring and the. bottom 

head. The number of circumferential waves starting with the axisymmetric 

solution was increased until the minimum buckling load was determined.  

The axial and hoop loads were applied simultaneously in approximately 

the same ratios as the maximum computed stresses noted above.  

The minimum buckling hoop and axial stresses were found to be -28600psi 

and-20300psi, respectively. This buckling load is well in excess of the maxi

mum computed load for this part of the inner shell, thus assuring its stability.  

Determination of the Most Critical Loading for Buckling 
of the Inner Shell 

To assess which of the post-fire conditions was the most severe, the lead 

pressures for several heat loads and ambient temperatures were determined "-J 

by using a small finite element model. This model was the same ANSYS model 

which was used to determine the lead pressures in the normal conditions in Sec

tion 3.8.3 and is described further in that section. The loading consisted of 

the cask mid-plane temperatures and a cavity pressure of 16.5 psi.  

The results of this lead pressure evaluation are shown in Fig. 4.9.6-15.  

The maximum lead pressure of 701 psi was developed for the 70 kw, 1.300 F 
ambient case. Since the highest shell and lead temperatures are experienced 

in this same loading condition, the 70 kw, 1300 F ambient case is clearly the 

most critical for the buckling stability evaluation.  

To determine more accurately the lead pressure for the 70 kw, 1300 F 

ambient case, the full-cask ANSYS model described in Section 3.8.3 with
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elastic-plastic stainless steel shells was used. This model does not have the 

axial constraint of the small model used in the lead pressure study. Thus, 

the computed lead pressure of 640 psi is lower than that computed with the 

small model. 

Shell Stability for the Post-Fire Condition 

The buckling solution developed in Appendix C for the 10/24 cask shell

lead-shell system was used to assess the inner shell's stability under the 

most severe post-fire conditions. In the buckling solution, the half wave 

length was taken to be the full inner shell length of 160 in. The number of 

circumferential waves was varied until the minimum buckling load was deter

mined. The lead moduli in the buckling solution were computed by the defor

mation theory development of Appendix C. The parameters of the solution for 

the 70 kw. 1300 F ambient post-fire buckling case are listed below.  

"Inner Shell Lead Outer Shell 

Hoop Stress -P"22. 9/0.75 -P -36(l) P*30. 25/2.0 

Axial Stress -16000(2) -P-36 -8000(2) 

Radial Stress -P/2.0 -P -P/2.0 

Temperature 5910 F 5860 F 5300 F 

Tangent Slope empirical curve(S) 350(4) empirical curve 

Secant Slope empirical curve 4380(4) empirical curve 

NOTES: 

1. The lead pressure was considered the loading parameter.  

The 36.0 psi difference between the component stresses is 

as computed in the ANSYS solution for the 70 kw, 1300 F 

ambient post-fire case.  

2. ANSYS results for the 70 kwv, 1300 F ambient post-fire case.  
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3. An equivalent stress was computed from the component 

stresses. This equivalent stress was then used in con

junction with the empirical stress-strain curve for the 

appropriate temperature to determine the secant and 

tangent moduli.  

4. Estimates based on the lead data of Fig. 4.9.6-13 for a 

computed total lead strain of 0. 0075 in. /in.  

This buckling solution predicted a minimum buckling pressure of 
860 psi. This minimum pressure occurred with nine circumferential waves.  

The minimum buckling pressure Is significantly larger than the maximum 
computed lead pressure. Further, as evidenced by Fig. 4.9.6-15, it does 
not appear that the lead pressure could reach the predicted buckling pres
sure. The buckling solution itself is conservative for at least the following 
two reasons: 1) the axial temperature gradient is not considered; this would\-" 
effectively shorten the ihell axially; 2) the minimum lead properties are 
assumed for the whole lead layer; including the radial gradient would provide 
additional lead support for the inner shell.  

Circumferential Creep Buckling Solution 

To help determine if the margin between the minimum buckling pressure 
and the computed lead pressure for the post-fire condition and the normal 
condition is adequate, additional buckling solutions were completed. These 
solutions included initial waves in the inner shell and allowed for the possibility 

of circumferential creep.  

The geometry of the ANSYS model used for the circumferential creep cal
culation is shown in Fig. 4.9.6-16. The model represents a cross-sectional

XI-4-177
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cut at cask mid-plane and is made up of isoparametric ring elements, ANSYS 

STIF 42, for the stainless steel and constant strain elements, ANSYS STIF 2, 

for the lead. The model is assembled -to form a large diameter torus. This 

type of idealization simulates the generalized plane-strain nature of the stress 

strain distribution at the cask mid-section and allows for the circumferential 

redistribution of the lead.  

Two different cases were completed with this model. The first had four 

circumferential waves imposed on the inner shell, and the second had eight 

waves so imposed. (To obtain the eight-wave solution, the model shown in 

Fig. 4.9.6-16 was condensed from an 1800 segment to a 900 segment. The 

same number of elements was used in both models.) The amplitude of the 

circumferential wave on the inner shell for both solutions was 0. 02 in. This 

amplitude is on the same order as the fabrication tolerances for the inside 

diameter of the inner shell.  

The creep expression developed for lead in Appendix B was used. In addi

tion, the large displacement option of ANSYS was active for every loading and 

time step. With this option, the geometry is updated after each solution step.  

In the solutions, the 70 kw, 1300 F ambient post-fire temperature condi

tions were initially imposed. After this initial loading was established, the 

calculations were stepped in time.  

In both solutions, there was no amplification of the initial circumferential 

waves initially, or as the solution progressed. Further, the effective stress 

in the lead decreased at all points in the model with time but with no accom

panying decrease in the indicated lead pressure.  

Thus, the solutions indicate that the inner shell is stable in the presence 

of representative initial imperfections and possible circumferential creep.
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This result, together with the indicated margin of the Appendix C buckling 

calculation, aemonstrates the inner shell stability for the post-fire loading.
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ACCIDEflT PRIMARY STATIC ANO DYNAMIC STRESS EVALUATION

BASE CASE MULTIPLIER ilASE CASE DESCRIPTION

100 PSI CAVITY

LOCATION 

1 
3 
5 
7 
9 

I1 
13 
t5 
17 
19 
21 
23 
25 
27 
29 
31 
33e-

EFFECTIVE 
STRESS 

749 
240 

68 
768 
450 
867 
484 

75 
1300 
1323 
£070 

410 
153 
10 5 
94 8 
8141 
864

TEMP.  

437 
395 
257 
67 4 

-447 
559 
502 
327 
460 
458 
456 
415 
388 
257 
386 
386 
344

a 093Y 

18204 
18699 
21230 
17800 
18095 
16872 
17494 
19946 
17953 
£7975 
17996 
18444 
£8828 
21230 
18864 
18864 
19634

STRESS ALLOWASLES 
0.7SU 0o'3sU

41806 
42131 
45754 
41611 
41753 
41165 
41464 
43916 
41685 
41695 
41706 
41921 
42315 
45754 
42367 
42367 
43470

53750 
54169 
58526 
53500 
53683 
52927 
53311 
56464 
53595 
53608 
53622 
53899 
54405 
58826 
54472 
5,*,+72 
55890

YI-4 -177c.
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%VTODE4T P111ARY PLUS SEC3•3ARY STATIG %43 D(NAMJ-C STRESS ;JAL.

34SE CASE 4ULrIPLIER BA.2-" .•SE DES:RIPrTON

'OST FIRE 70<W 
la0 ISI CAVITY

133F A.-3IEET

L)3AT13N

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
r 
8 
9 

10 
11 

12 
13 
116 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2 4 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34

zFECTIVE 
3tRESS 

39387 
73680 
23335 
21744 
20497 
?0757 
29907 
28849 
19492 
1870• 
37104 
33167 
2dOb4 
22110 
26971 
27a6S 
121?1 
34644! 
29374 
16R45 
36233 
32515 
16025 

99qW 

43843 
6853 
4350 

16993 
36673 
lo324 
28681 
495a2

rEz'.

439 
435 
403 
381 
257 
257 
473 
471 
459 
135 
561 
556 
51'.  
490 
327 
327 
4.62 

4 56 
458 
458 
4i6 

455 
427 

402 
37!.  
257 
257 
385 
386 
386 
386 
3144 
31.1f

3 .931* 

18182 
18225 
13520 
13955 
21233 
21233 
17773 
17833 
17964 
18226 
16851 
16905 
17363 
17623 
19946 
19946 
17931 
17975 
17975 
17975 
17995 
18337 
18313 
18585 
18585 
1908.  
2.&233 
2123J 
18354 
18864 
18864 
18864 
19634 
1963!.

SrTESS ALLOWABLES 
0.7sU 0*3SU

41795 
4L185 

41958 
42139 
45734 
45754 
41601 
41S27 
1.1590 
41815 
41155 
41181 
41 Iu 15 
I.1527 
43916 
43916 
!.1674 
41695 
4L595 
f#1695 

4 L 711 
41858 
41989 
41989 
42582 
45 75!t 
45754 
42357 
42367 
42367 
42367 
4347a 
it3473

X - -1774

6 
10 .o05•o0 

0 858a a

53737 
53rE64 
53345 

54541 
58325 
58323 
53.+87 
53521 
535u2 

53r,04 
52313 
52947 
53230 
53392 
56 • 

5 &6-J 
53381 
53308 
535;8 
535ý8 
53522 
53529 
53318 
53386 
53953 
54877 

...58632 
58325 
54!72 
54.72 

54472 
55390.  
55390
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T A 8 -L- 2 1 6 0 A ) PLUS I- A I17A IV' 
4.-PCIDhfýPR14IARY PLUS S-733NOMY STATIC 440 :J(4AIIý STRr.SS -¢AL

d:ULTIPL IER BASE 'ASE OTESCRIPrIJN

106 2SI CAVITY 
33ST FIRE 73(W -4F AbBI£INT,

LJcArl3N EFrE^TIVE 
Sqr~ss 

48575 
'.8515 

27718 
33407 
30363 
12184 
23101 
171&7 
15297 
16988 
301470 
27363 
15465 
16922 
32603 
32753 

7111 
37348 
19565 
1676C 
64 84 
5164 

24242 
R345 

8465..-v
840L.i3w
65629 

9025 
6338 
7555 

25035 
21131 
51673 
29655

TEMr.  

243 
233 
213 
207 

55 
5; 

301 
299 
298 
28~5 
445 
442 
389 
376 
155 

283 
251 
252 
252 
271 
263 
251 
.239 
2u8 
197 

55 
55 

199 
193 
190 
163 
153

STRESS ALLOWABLES 
0.SU 6,3Si0 .9SY 

21541 
21556 
21945 
22147 
28214 
28214 
20423 
20460 
20478 
20715 
18116 
18149 
188j9 
19345 
23802 
23802 
20753 
20793 
21321 
21321 
20973 
21010 
2134C 
21563 
22125 
22384 
28214 
28211.  
2231L 
2e311 
22638 
22638 
23620 
23623

53434.  

6.J514 
74352 
74352 
57341 
57.•9 
57442 
575:1 
53595 
53716 
5+371 
5431; 
63158 
b3658 

58316 
58395 
56995 
58354 
55.21 
59329 
59,34 
60480 
6W358 
74352 
74352 
60319 

6J319 
61442 

614.42 
63312 
63312
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14
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1 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
12 
11 
12 

t3 
L ( 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
23 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

29 
30 
31 
32 
J3 
3#

94SE- 3ASE

452J3 
4i226 
4i777 
47U56 
5783w 
57833 
44599 
4#551 
44.677 

65019 
417?64 
41779 
4?289 

43512 

45071 

451e'.  
43885 
453d6 
45439 
4•9L1 

45226 

47412 
57830 
57830 

4 7304.  
47788 
47788 

4924.2



77A-&_e. 41. (a- 3 IZeV, /-2-47 6
A'-CIJFNr STRESS IANGE EVAL. '4OR31. CYCLE 3*3FT DROPS A1l0 POST F: 

'32AD CASES COJISIJEREJ IN ACZýIDENT STRESS RAN;E EVALUAT134j\.-.)

LOAD casE
BASE -CA3T 

I 

LOAD CAS-E 
BASE-PCASr 

2 

ii 

Lt)AD CASE 
BASE CASE 

2 
8 

LOAD CaSEr 
'RA3E CA~r 

2 

LOAD CAST 
BASE~ rASE 

2 
8 

11 

LO)AD CAS:.  
BASE CASE 

2 
11 

LOtA) CAST 
BASE CASE 

2 
11 

LOAD CASF 
BASE CASE_ 

3 
8 

11

I ýOR RANGE CALIULATIOIS 
.MULTIPLIEP 

lOOGO O.) SrREsS

2 OR RANGE CALCUJLATI10S 
MULTIPLIER 

1.-V'00 -40.0 F IS3THERIMAL 
.l0oi 30 G7 aorrO4 ENO DROP 

3*160 1.0 SSIDE DROn 

FOR RANGE CALCJ6A~r~ois 
MULTIPLIER 

1.000 -40.0 F IS3TSIEDPAL.  
.30 G BorrOM E-40 DROP 

-3.16i 1.3 3 SIDE DROP 

4 F3R RANGE CALCEJLATIOIS 
11JLT!PLIER~ 

1.000 -40.iJ F IS3THEDOXAL 
.l~u' 30 5 uoroTT0 END DROP 

3016.. io' s SIDE DROP 

5 ýOR RAANGE CAL:JLATT04S 
MULTIPLIE;R 

i-aO- --40.7 F ISO)THE014AL 
.10.3 3m : 133TTO-4 END) DROP 
-3-16, 1.3 G SIDE ')ROP 

6 FOR RANGE CALý-tJLATroqs 

1.309 -(.0.0 F ISOTHIERMIAL 
L4.55.3 1.3 G S13E DROP 

7 ýaR RANGE CALCULATI04S 
i1JLTIDLIER 

1.00a -40.'3 F ISJTHEr*MAL 
-t4s55G IAq G SIDE DROý 

8 FO)R RANGE CAL-WULATriO~s 
MULTI3 LIEP 

1.300 70.0 F ISOTHERMIAL 
-*IGO 31 G DOTTOI END DROP 
3*16i 1.0 G SIDE IROP

YI-4-- 177..P



h-481-e -3 (C60"7-) -Vo I -2-/76 

AZCIDNT STRESS RANIE EV4L. qORM. CYCLE 30FT DROPS AND POST Fl 

.- AD CASES CO.4SI)EREO 1%4 AC1DM.NT STRESS RA4;E EVALUATIO•'

L3AD CASE
BAS- CA--

3 

11

9 FOR RANGE 
4JLTIPLIEq

CALOULATTI4.S

165;, 70.0 F ISOTIERIAL 
-. t00 30 G BTTOM END DROP 

-3.161 1.) SIDE DROP

LOA9 CA';- 10 FOR R4NGE 
3ASE CASE NJLTI3LIER 

3 1e003 

11 3.160 

LOAD CAST- 11 FOR RANGE 
BASE PA- MJLTI1LIER

3 
8 

Ii

1-.01.  

-39165

CALZULATIO4S 

70.3 F ISOTHERMAL 
30 G B3TTO4 END DROP 
1.0 G SInE DROP 

CALGULATIOIS 

72.0 F ISOTHERMAL 
30 G B3TTO4 END DROP 
1.0 G SIDE-DROP

LOAD CASTE 
BAS• CAS

1.1 

LOAD CAS-_ 
SASE CASE 

J.1 

LOAD CASE 
BASE CASE 

8 

11 

LOAD CASE 
BASE CASE 

LOAD GASE 
BAS. CAS"

11

12 =OR RANGE 
MJLrIPLIER 

1.0009 
14.550 

13 FOR RANGE 
"MULTIPLIEV 

1.300 
-14. 55u 

14 FOR RANGE 
HULTIPLIER 

1.000 

3.16.2 

15 FOR'RANGE 
LULTIPLIER 
1.000 
-. 13 

-3.163 

16 FOR RANGE 
MJLTIPLIEP 

1.900 
.103 

3.160

CALCULAT10IS 

7GQ. F ISOTHERMAL 
1.0 G SIDE DROP 

CALOULATIO4S 

7000 F ISOTHERMAL 
1.0; SIOE DROP 

PALCULATIO4S 

NORMAL 70<W 130F AMBIENT 
' ; BOTTOM END DROP 
1.a ; SI)E DRO° 

CALCULATIOS 

NORMAL 70K W 130F AM9IENT 
30 ; BOTTOM END DROP 
1.0 G SIDE DROP 

CALULATIO•S 

NORMAL 70<W 130F AMBIENT 
30 G BOTTOM END DROP 
1.0 5 SIDE DROP
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AICIDENT STRESS RANGcL EVAL. NORM, CYCLE 30FT PROPS AND 23ST 

..0A1 CASiLS CONSIflERFD IN AC`0IOENT STRESS '!A'4E EVALUATIý,'

LOAn~ CAS-; 
BASE 17ASE 

8 
11 

LOAD CAS= 
BASE CA:1 

4 
£1.  

LOAD CASE 
BASE CAST 

4 

LOAD CAS.
BASE rASE 

5 

LOAD CAST 
BASE CAS:

6 
1o 

LOAD CASE 
3ASE CASE 

16 
14 

L3AD GAS: 
3ASF CASE 

4 
7 

LOAD CASE 
BASE CASE

4 
a 

LOAD CAST 
BASE rA3E 

4 
11 

LOAO CASE 
BASE CA.EA 

4 
11

17 TOP RA4ST 
4JLTIOLIER 

1. 303 
slov 

-3. 16t 

18 FOR RANGE 
'4U LTMIEIR 

L4.55u' 

19 FOJR RANGE 
HULTI'LIER 

1.000 
-14e553 

20 FOR RA'JGE 
tIULTIDLIER 

1*.20 a 

21 FOR RANGE 
M1U LT I PLIE R 

1.000 
.858 

22 FOR RANGE 
?1ULTTmLrER 

3 58 

N3 TOR RANGE 
MULTIPLIER 

24 FOR RANSE 
?4ULTT>LIFR 

1.306 

25 FOR 'I4NGE 

4UILTIPLIER 

26 FOR RAN4GE 
MULTIPLIER 

-81.3000

CALCULAT lOIS 

NORML 7.-<A i30F AMBIENT 
10 G 83TTOA END DROP 
log G SIDE DROP 

CALOULATIO'4S 

NnRmAL 7,.j(W 13OF AMBIENT 
1.) G SIDE DROP 

CALCULAT104S 

N014AL 73K(W 1.3OF AMBIENT 
1.0 S SIDE 3ROP 

CALCJLAT104S 

10 4iIN* IN POOL '%OOL-DO1'f 

CAL.'ULATrois 

POST FIRE 76KW 13DF AISIENT 
100'3SI CAVITY 

CALýPULAT1OqS 

101 >SI CAVTTY 
POST FIIE FOKW -40F AII3IENT 

CAL:JLATTOIS 

NORM1AL 76<W 133F AMBIENT 

30 G TOP EI ODRO* 

CALCULATION4S 

NORMIAL 70KW 133F AMBIENT 
30 G 3OTTO4 END DROP 

CALCUJLATI04S 

NORIIAL 70KW 130F AMBIENT 
1.0 S SIDE DROP 

C AL CUL AT10~4S 

NORM1AL 7ý<W 13OF AMBIENT 
1.0 ; SIDE DROP

X 1-4- 177 h
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7TALB1 
A3CIDFNT STRESS RANSE EVAL. l94f• CYCLE 33FT DROPS AND ?3ST Fl

.ý.AD CASES C234SIDFRED IN ACCIDLNT STRESS RAN;t EVALUATI134

LOAD CASE 
BA3E CASE 

7 
12 

LOAD CASE 
BASE CASE 

8 
i2 

LOAD CASE 
BASE CA3=E 

11 
12 

LOAD CASE 
BASE CASE 

11 
12 

LOAD CASE 
BASE CASE 

7 
13.  

LOAD CASE 
BASE- CASE 

8 
13 

LOAD CASE 
BASr CASE 

11 
13 

L3AD CASE 
BASE CASE 

11 
13

27 =OR RA4GE 
MULTIPLIER 

IC. )J

28 FOR RANGE 
MJLTrILIEP 

1.361

29 FOR RANIE 
MULTIZLIER 

81.000 
1.600 

30 FOR RANGE 
MULTIPLIER 
-81.0U3 

1.000 

31 FOR RANGE 
MULTIPLIEP 

1.301 
1.000

32 FOP RANGE 
MJLTIPLIER 

1.063 
loJGO

33 FOR RANSE 
MULTI1LIER 

81. 2@J 
1.u(0 0 

34 OR RANGE 
MULTIPLIER 

-BI.30G 
1.000

CALýJLATIOqS 

30 G TOP E4D DR02 
NORMAL 4OKO -40F AMBIENT 

CALCULATIO4S 

70 G BOTTOM END DR3P 
PORM4L 40KW -4OF AMBIENIT 

CALCULAT104S 

1.9 S SIDE DROP 

NORMAL 40K4 -40c ANBIE'4T 

CALCULATIO0S 

1.0 G SIDE DROP 
NORMAL 4KW -40F AMBIEN4T 

CALZULATIOIS 

30 3 TOP F4D DROP 
NORMAL 70KA -40F ANBIE'4T 

'CAL-UULATI04S 

30 G B3TTO4 END DROP 
NORMAL 70K4 -4CF AMBIENT 

CALCULATIOqS

1.0 ; SIDE DROP 
NORMAL 7?K4 -40D AMBIE'IT

CALCULATIO0S 

1.0 G SIDE )ROP 
NORMAL 7OKW -40F AMBIENT

'tl -4-177L



7A& .. . 4 ,,F,6-4 
ACCIDENT STRESS RANGE EVAL. NORM. CYCLE SOFT OPOPS AND

lib

P)ST FIR:

STRESS RANGE DATA L3AD IiSE e2 USED AS RErzRcN3E

L33 

1 

5 
6 
7 

9 

10 

12 
13 
14I 
15 
i5 
17 L•s 
19 

21 
22 
23 
24 
?5 
26 
27 
29 

30 
31 
3? 
33 
34

43; 
435 
4J8 
311 
257 
257 
4 76 
471 
453 

551 
555 
514 
493 
327 
3V? 
46 ? 
45" 

4";.  

455 
455 
427 

*1402 
.402 
374 
257 
25? 
385 

385 
38 , 

344 34:•.

MI- STRESS 
TEMP RAN4;E 
-_4 55159 
-43 75549 
-40 54811 

65375 
-43 46432 
-4;j 56751 
-40 49723 

-40 5595G 
-40 49653 
"-43 65659 
-4J 59385 
-40 56219 
-40 64911 
-40 76995 
-43 ljý "-4, 31553 
-40 58194 
-4 31836 
-4.) 21734 
-4j 32969 
-4i 32291 

42..61 
-'4. ?8911 

131845 
-40 123566-m-
-40 77050 
-4 36414 
-41 14664 
-40 21605 
"-4j 38378 
-40 2b151 
-40 52767 
-40 51010 

..XI-4-/77ý

T-r4P 

70 

7" 
7O 
73 
70 
70 

?i 

73J 
73 
70 
73 
71 

'a 

70 
7T 
70 
70 
70 
70 
75 
7r 
70 
70 
70 
7u' 
7.) 
7w, 

73 
70 
7; 
70 
7C 
r 0 
7 4' 
73

SrRESS 
RANGE 
55169 

7 554 9 5*811 

65376 
46432 
56761 
41792 

3?491 

49653 
59573 
57314 
66219 
64911 
76995 
77ia49 
31553 
56624 
28136 
21734 
32969 
32291 
42461 
23911 

101845 
138679 

77050 
36414 
14664 
18299 
38378 
26151 
62767 
!t7665
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4.9.7 Bottom Head Containment Vessel 

The bottom head is loaded only by the internal pressure 

resulting from the post fire temperature. Maximum internal 

pressure ( 85.8 psig) exists with BWR fuel load assuming 

all fuel rods rupture. (Sect. 4.9.1)

Ft =. Fp

__ FIEJLE f111
O S.S. 304 2"

SUranium 2.5 
@S. S. 304 

Q S.S. 304 411

XI-4-178

Tenn., Inner S.S. (Uranium OuterS.S.  

Temp. 0 F 601 601 601 

E, psi 25.5 x 106 23.2 x 106 25.5 x 106 

v 0.3 0.22 0.3

I

I Of Ro~ o
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Pressure load 

Fp = 85.8 A A= 7T(22.8752) = 1644 in. 2 

Fp = 85.8 x 1644 = 1410551bs.  

The three plates are constrained to have the same elastic 

deflection curves under lateral bending loads. Hence the 

deflection of each plate must be the same and the total lateral 

load supplied to the assembly can be divided among the 

individual plates in accord with each one's proportionate part 

of the total bending resistance. The appropropriate formulas for 

deflection, maximum stress are taken from Ref. 3 Table X, 

Case 1 (for plates@ , 0 ) o2 

Center deflection, Yc . 3 (l-v) (5 +v) F F= KF 
16 7T Et 3 

Max. stress at center C'c 3 (3+v) F 
8 7T t 2 

For Plate ( the appropriate formulas for deflection, maximum 

stress are taken from Reference 3, Table X, Case 1.  

Center deflection, Yc - 3 (1-v 2 ) R0
2 

167TEt
3 

Max. stress at edge a'c = 3 F 

4 T z 

Equating the center deflection of the three plates gives: 

K1 F 1 =K 2 F2 =K 3 F3

XI-4-179
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Also, the total load Imposed on the closures must equal the sum 

of the individual plate loads, so that : 

Ft = F1 + F2 + F3 

Combining these equations in terms of outer plate loads, F3 gives 

Ft = K 3 F 3  (1L + 1.___ + I 
K 1  K 2  K3 

These equations may be evaluated to obtain the force on each 

plate as follows: 

Ft = F = 141055 lbs.  

Evaluating the compliance constant K gives: 

K, = 3 (0.7) (5.3 ) (22.8752) 5.67959 ( 10-7) in./ib.  

167"(25.5) (106) (23) 

3 (0.78) (5.22 ) (22.8752) = 3.50777 (10-7) in./lb.  K2 = 1677 23.2 (106) (2.53) 

K3 = 3 (.91) (22.8752 ) =1.741385 ( 10-8) in./lb.  

16 W/(25.5):(10 6 ) (43) 

Now F3 can be determined as follows: 

Ft = K 3 F3 ( 1. + 1 + j ) 
K1  K2  K3 

141055 = 1.741385 x 10-8 F3 [1.760689x 106 + 2.850817 x 106 

+ 5.742555x 107 

141055 = 130570 lbs.  F3=1.0803

XI-4-180
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F1 = K3 F3  - 1.741385 x 10- 8 x 130570 = 4003 lbs.  
K1  5.67959 x 10-7 

F2 = K3 F3 = 1,741385 x 10-8 x 130570 = 6482 lbs.  
K2  

3 .5077 6 6 x 10-7 

Bending stress in each plate Is determined as follows: 
Plate =p 1 = 3x3.3 x4003 =394 psi 

87r'tz 87T 2z 

Plate G2 = 3(3+v= 3x3.22 x6482 =399 psi 
8 a t 2  F2  87r2.5 2 

Plate a-= F3 3 x 130570= 1948 psi 
3 44F3 4Tf42 

Calculating effective stresses on plates 03, , 

The formula for effective stress is 

(_z + - + +T + S T!. 6yz z 

Where C.. C' are normal stresses and T ,T T are shear 7y z xy Yz zx 
stresses fSect. 1.1) 

Plate Q 

The highest stress area is at the center portion of the outer 

surface.  

G' = 394 psi (radial Stress) x 

Cry = 394 psi (tangential stress) 

Cz = 137052 = 83.36 psi (axial stress) 
IZ 1644 

Txy = T = Tzx = 0

XI-4-181
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Se3 =/ -9 - 3  94) 2 + (394 - (-83.36))2 + (-83.36 - 394)2 

Se3 477 psi 

Allowable stress (0SaS 0.7 S") at 601°F for 304 S/S from Sect. 1.1 

under containment vessel and Sect. 1.2 equals to 0.7 x58500 =40950 psi 

M.S. = 40950 -1=85 

=477 

Plate Q 
The highest stress area is at the center portion of the outer 

surface.  

C' = 399 psi (radial stress) 

•'7 = 399 psi (tangential stress) 
y 

"130570 = 79.4 psi (axial stress) z 1644 

T =T .T =0 xy' yz .zx 

Se 4 =g =399 - 992 + (399- (-79.4) ) . (-79.4 - 399)2-

S e4= 478 psi 

Allowable stress (Saa =0.9 Su) at 601OF forURANIUM from Sect. 1.1 

under nonconta inment structure and Sect. 1.2 equals to 0.9 x 38500 = 34650psi 

M.S. = 34650 1 = 71.4 478 

Plate 03 

The highest stress area is at the edge portion of.the inner 

surface.

XI-4-181a
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CfX- = 1948 psi (radial stress) 

From Ref. 3, Table X, Case 6 

3vF 3 3x0.3x 130570 =4584 psi (tangential stress) G 4 Trt 74 
Oz=. 130570 

1644 = 79.4 (axial stress) 
130570 

T = 4575 04 = 227 psi (shear stress) 

T =T = 0 yz xy 
Se -•I "(1948-s84) 2 + 54(7.)22 

e= + (584(794) ) + (-79.4-1948) + 6(227 

Se4= 1833 psi 

Allowable stress (Saa = 0.9'Su) at 6010F for 304 S/S from Sect. 1.1 

under nonconta inment structure and Sect. 1.2 equals to 

0.9 x 58500 = 52650 psi 

52650 M.S. = 1833 - 1 =27.7

XI-4-18lb
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4. 9. 8 Inner Closure ( For BWR fuel ) 

This analysis is performed on the inner closure head to determine 

the stresses due to internal pressure. The pressure assumed is 

that due to fuel pin rupture. The BWR case is chosen since if this 

fuel ruptures it causes higher fuel cavity pressures.

53.75" Dia. ,I

304 S.S. ( 3 

Uranium (3

304 S.S. I
I I II

I

Ft

Xa-4-182

.75

TERM Inner S.S. Uranium Outer S. S.  

Temp F 601 601 601 

E. psi X 106 25.5 23.2 25.5 

v .3 .22 .3

I

7'

I II I i I
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The three plates are constrained to have the same elastic deflection 

curves under lateral bending loads. Hence the deflection of each plate 

must be the same and the total lateral load applied to the assembly 

can be divided among the individual plates in accordance with each ones 

proportionate part of the total bending resistance. The appropriate 

formulas for deflection and maximum stress are taken from refer

ence 3 , table X, case 1.  

Center deflection, Y = 3(l-r) (5+r) 1Ro 2 F = KF 
c 16 7T Et3 

Max. stress at center, G'c = 3 (3 + r ) F 

8 7TtZ 

Equating the center deflection of the three plates gives 

KI FI = K F2 = K3 F3 

Also, the total load imposed on the closure must equal the sum 

of the individual plate loads so that 

FT=FI +F 2 +F 3 

Combining these equations in terms of the outer plate load, F 3 gives 

F -K 3 _3 1F + I + 1 

KI K2  K3 

Thes' equations may be evaluated to obtain the force on each plate as 

follows. The internal pressure due to fuel rupture is 85.8 psig 

(Section 4. 9)

XI-4-183
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A = 7T'r 2 R-1(26.875 2  = 2269 in2 

F -- 85.8A -194680 lbs.  
p 

Ft =Fp 

Evaluating the compliance constant gives 

K 3 (.7) (5. 3)(26.875)2 = 1.4866 X 10-5 in./lb.  

167T(25.6 X 106) (.75)3 

K= 3 (.78) (5.22) (26.,875) - 2.80196 X 10-7 In./lb.  

16T1( 23.2 x 106) (3)3 

2 -7 
K3 - 3 (.7) (5.3) (26.875) = 2.3228 X 10 in./lb.  

167T(25.5 X 106) (3)3 

Now F can be found from the previous equations as follows.  

194680 = 2.3228 X 10-7F 3 [6.7267 X 104+ 3.5689 X 106 

4.3051 X 106] 

F =194680 

1.8446 

= 105540 lbs.

XI-4-184
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F1 =K 3 F3  = 

K1 

F 2 = K3 F3 

K2

2.3228 X 10-7 (105540) 

1.4866 X 10-5 

2,3228 X 10-7 (105540) 
- 2.80196 X 10-7

1649 lbs.  

= 87493 lbs.

Plate 0max. stress 3 (3.3) (1649) = 1155 psi 
8 7' (.75)1 

Plat~ma. stess 3 (3.22) (87493).  
Plate max. stre (3) = 3736 psi 

3(3.3), (105540) 
Plate max. stress a 3 (3)2= 4619 psi 

Calculating effective stresses on plate ) , ) 

The proper formula for effective stress equals 

.~~f ~ ar2Ly) 2 + (f_)2 + (d'z Ox)2 

where OrE, fy. az are normal stresses, T(yS t. TI.  

shear stresses. (Sect. 1.1)

0

+ 6(Txy2 +Tyz2 + 

are

Plate 0 highest stress area is at the center portion of the 

outer surface.  

0x = 1155 psi (Radial Stress) 

0' = 1155 psi (Tangential Stress) 
y 

Cl = 85.07 psi (Axial Stress) L•z 193031 = 85.07 psi z 2269 

Txy =Tyz =Tzx =0 

s8V=2\ 1/(115 - 1155)2 + (1155 - (-85.07))2 + (-85.07 - 1ss)2 

S3= 1240 psi

XI-4-185
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Allowable stress (. 8Sa =0. 7 Su) at 601OF for 304 S/S from Sect. 1.1 

under containment vessel and Sect. 1.2equalsto0.7x 5 8 5 0 0 =4 0 9 5 0 psi 

M.S. 40950 1 = 32 

1240 

Plate ( highest stress area is at the center portion of the 

outer surface.  

Cf= 3736 psi (Radial Stress) 
x 

0y = 3736 psi (Tangential Stress) 

= 46.5 psi (Axial Stress) Oz 10538psi 2269 

Txy = Tyz = Tzx = 0 

Se3=-/ /(3736 - 3736)2 + (3736 - (-46.5))2 + (-46.5 - 3736)2 

= 3782.5 psi 

Allowable stress (.8Sa=0.7tu) at 601°F for URANIUM from Sect. 1.1 

under containment vessel and Sect. 1. 2 equals to 0.7 x 38500 =26950 psi 

M.S. 26950 - 1= 6.12 

Plate O highest stress area is at the center portion of the 

outer surface.  

U = 4619 psi (Radial Stress) 
x 

0" = 4619 psi (Tangential Stress) 
y 

0' = 0 (Axial Stress) z 

Txy=Tyz = Tzx = 0 

Se3= L A[/(4619 - 4619) + (4619- O)z + (0 - 4619)2 

Se3= 4619 psi 

M.S. = 40950 - I= 7.86 
4619
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4.9.9 Containment Vessel Valves 

The containment vessel valve assembly uses two metal O-ring seals to 

provide leaktlght joints between base plate, cover and forging (Drawing 

70651F). Elastomer O-ring seals are also provided at these joilts to 

facilitate operational checks of the metal seals. The metal O-rings 

are silver plated Inconel, which will withstand temperatures up to 13000F.  

Temperatures at the valve assembly location in the fire and post fire 

conditions will not exceed 600oF-(See section VIII).  

At the seal seating load of 700 lb/inch provided by the bolting preload, 

the helium leak rate of the seal will be 10- 6 cc/sec or less (p.VI-22, Ref. 83) 

Maximum pressure in the containment vessel from the fire accident is 

85.8 pslg. (sect 4.9.1). The resulting load on the valve assembly joint 

is P1 = (lr/4)(3.094 2 )(85.8) = 645 lb.  

seal seating load, P2 = 6804 lb. (Sect. 4.4.8) 

total load per bolt, F =. (645 + 6804)/4 = 1862 lb.  

Since the bolts are each preloaded to 2533 lb (sect. 4.6.4), the joint 

seal is maintained in the fire accident.  

M.S. a (2533/1862) -1 = 0.36

I
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SECTION XI 

APPENDIX A 

Comment on p. 4 of enclosure to NRC letter of 8/28/75 concerning section 

4.4.7, Absorber Sleeves in Top End Impact.  

Response 

Comment questioned whether information taken from Szilard (p.701 ref. 57) 

was applied correctly in our buckling analysis of the absorber sleeve cladding.  

Pertinent pages are attached from Szilard and from two sources he cites 

(Pflflger, Gerard and Becked.  

1) Both Pflfiger (pp. 399, 397) and Gerard (pp. 80, 64) verifythe 

value of A =7 for the buckling coefficient, since this is the 

minimum value for an infinitely long plate. The cladding length/ 

width ratio is a/b = 156.75/9.6 = 16.3, and Pfltfger states that 

for values of a/b >2/3 the buckling coefficient is at the minimum 

of 6.97.  

2) It is evident from discupsions in Gerard (pp. 7, 67, 12-15), Szilard 

(p. 506), and Pfl{ger (pp. 16, 77) that the unloaded edges of a plate 

loaded in untaxial compression may displace freely in the loading 

direction. In the derivation of buckling equations no restrictions 

are placed on plate displacements in the loading direction (in-plane 

forces are neglected). Figure 1 of Gerard (p.67) illustrates that the 

buckle pattern for minimum critical load cannot develope for the 

full length of the plate unless thedlate can deflect freely in the 

loading direction.
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506 FUNDAMENTALS OF STABILITY ANALYSIS CHAP. 6 

In the mathematical formulation of classical plate buckling by the energy 
methods, we again use the neutral state of equilibrimn at which bifurcation of 
displacements occurs, as discussed in Sec. 6.1. Furthermore, it is assumed that 
the in-plane displacements of the plate are due to the small bending (created by 
the buckling) and not due to the in-planc shortening. The reason for this assump
tion is clear if one considers that our datum configuration is the stable equil.  
ibrium condition of the plate immediately prior to buckling. Thus, up to this 
point, the strain energy. due to compression of the middle surface equals the 
work done by the external in-plane forces and therefore cancels out (ri, - 0) 
in the energy equations.  

a. Rayleigh's Method. Rayleigh's powerful method [6.3.11 is based on the 
principle of conserration of energy (6.1.2).  

In formulating the buckling problem of a flat plate by energy methods, 
we first assume that the plate, subjected to 

ji. = -M.O. n, = --4 b,,, and A., = -- 4.,* (6.3.1) 

in-plane edge forces,t is in a stable equilibrium. Next, the load is gradually in
crcased. As we increase the load factor, ), at a certain value, the plate will pass 
from its flat shape to.its curved shape without changing its total potential;thus 

w .+ )w: = U:(Iv) + AYv*(I) 0 o. (6.3.2) 

Based on our previous discussion.*? this expression is only a runction of the 
lateral deflections. As already mcnti,'ied, the total potential, corresponding to 
the stable state of ecquilibilum. HI, has been climinated from Eq. (6.3.2). Con
sequently, here we arc only concerned with the tot! potential pertinent to the 
neutral state of equilibrium.  

Since expansion of Eq. (6.3.2) yields only one algebraic equation, its use is 
limited to one undetermined coefficient, c, in the expression of the dcflections 

wtx, yA =- cf(., ).) = cX(x) Y(A. (6.3.3) 

Furthermore, it is required that Eq. (6.3.3) satisfy at least the geomnetrical boun
dary conditions.  

lit Eq. (6.3.2) U, represents the bending part of the strain energy, introduced 
in Scc. 2.5. The potential of the external forces is the negative work done by the 
external forecs (Y* - - WP) which remain constant during buckliig, as previ
ously defined. Since we have assumd that as the middle surface bends no mcm
braicc stresses arc produced, but the edges draw together creating irf-plane 
displacements; thus, we can neglect tlhe mncirnranc part of the strain energy 
(U: - o). From Fig. 3.1.2 the in-plnz displaeccni il the .Y directions is 

u'= ds - dx e f t dx. (6.3.4) 

t Secptruvinjg s-ctions for the definition of fi.o,f ,o. and A.ro.  
See aso Svc. 6.1.
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16 Grunclatzlielms Ober Stabill-tiftyprobleme 1. B. 3

Iyorzeichen in (21) gilt, go und 0 .1 sein mug. W'= erhalten dann 2 

03 jr r 
J 
0 

end damit far (21) die endgaltige Form

(23)

Dieso beiden Integrale stellen die ,T-rAZNDItE5Ch8 NOrMalform der elliptischen 
Integrale erstor Cattang" dar. Die erforderliche Umformung vgn (20) ist danxit 
efledigt.  

Far geggebene Werte der Steiflakeiten, der Belastung und des Winkels qp.  
k-6nnen %virnun auf0rund der vorliegenden Tabellenivcrk-azuniielistxals Funktion 
von 0 und darau3 tp in Abbingigiceit von x erhalten. Aus (17a) Mgt welter dio 

Delinung g. Will man auch noch dio Versehiebungeit u und to ermitteln, so be
rechnot man am cinfaclisten aus (14) die Ableitungen is! und to' und erhalt dann u 
und to selbst durch einc Integrution fiber x, die sich %. B. nach irgendeine7ft der 
fiblichen nunterischen IntegrationsvcrIAbren leicht erledigaw ISOL 

o) lVeRcre Erg-ebuisse und N th 

Aus. den Ix-mits atafgc-stclltctx Furtnein scien nuch einige DA-zichungen ab.  
.- Icitet, die far die clatin folgrendc atuffilirliche Besprechung dus It 
er.cvebnis= von Nut/en sind. ffitch den obi-en Aiisfahrungen Ifillt sich die 110.  a 

stimintuter des Vcrfnnaungý,:zttstan(lcs 
desStabes leir-Itt(lurclifrohren, wenndie 

geggebensind. Die Stabliinge I ist clabei 
10 nicht als vorgegarbeii anziomthen. sell

dern ist erst ein Ergebnis der Itechnung.  
Prakti-ch win[ natfirlich invist unige.  
kehrt P und Igreguben und rp. geducht 
scin. Es 61; dither von Tnte-resso, eine 
Beziehttng zvischen P, I tijul p. auf
zustellen.  

Alga. I an -d. Hieriii mis mini"iebaL 
VersWedene IfimObden cles Kuh-kstahm eine allpincin-ii1tigo u-jelitigo Eigenicge e des aiwgulinickten schaft Yar 13 lini" 

Stabes klarmachen. ErmittelL man die Knickfornt in der caben beschricbenett

t-f 
1ý 

"P'SIA 
Ae Jai jai

Weise aus (23). so stelit man bei Benuhung der F ormuln end Talwileet.' die ffir 
the hicrin Pimle kommende.n elliptischenro unktionengeeltell. fest, fl.'tfjdr.r frink-"I'F 
und dainif auch We Durchbicytipty to rinen peH(xU-sdke)4 Vrrltvt(/ W)rr x hubc)12.  
Wir belcommen also far dia Bieggelinio z. B. den in Abb. t I a clargest-ClIten 'wellen

I VgI- auch z. B. FjLA-qX-ML-4*:S: Diffemitial.pleichungeu tind Inb-.M.I;,.Ieiphungeu &-c 
Methanik und rimalik, Umunseltweig 1930, S. 10" .
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IV, A Ornicinct.4 77 

Abachnitt, IV 

Zwei- md dreidisnensional c Problenic' 

Cbers;c1it i1ber Ah.-whitilt 1r: Es werden die Schwicriýkcitcp& Wtandell, 

die sich bc; der Fetallejung dri Spamunigs- und Ycrzcrmxq=UstandcS wnd der Aul

81clInny dot flookeschen Gcoiebes cryeben, imian das zu- unfersudwrde Systens au 

ami- fider yar dreidinievskmules Konihatum berechnef u-cirden mvp. Upa zu wriglidt8f 

cinjadern Awsritzen m kammen, erweial es &ids dabei als notwendig, den Ten"r

diaraLler dr4 Spatinotop- und Vemmar9custandes bei wichl vzdtr kkineli, Ver

jonnapillm wdhcr zit iý)dvrxucl". Be tex)-dcu --muddist die 1'exhaltuisse im Zwei

dimmix;analen befrach1d; die Enceiferung aul das Dreidimmisionale ist down cift

jadk. Zujpt Sch1up trird aw/ die Besonderheilen hingeivicacn, die bei Temperatur

wirkungen za bmdRcm 8ind.  

A. AllgenWines 

Bei alien bisher aufgm-tt.11ten FAtzen und Ableitungen baben 'Air zur ErMute.  

rung entwcder das Durclischlagproblem von Abb. 5 ad" den Kuickstab von 

Abb. 7 lvet-raditet. Wir haben uns damit. nuf die einfaclisten Gabilde der Elasto

stati1c, auf ,eindimew-Jutiale" SUbe beschrainkt, was zunrichAt zweek-mRSig war, C, 
um an6glichst fibersichiliche 11cispiclu %ti erhalten. I"mkU.'ach hallon wir es Aber 

ncben den Striben vor allem auch mit PLatten und Sclialen". den so-. FIfidit.w.

Irfigera, zu tun, die ffor die Ruchnung, aht .mcidimensionalo" Gebilde nufgcfa t 

weWen nift.-twn. Bei dimwn FMclicuirriggern k6nnen genau so ine bei Stalmn 

Instai)ilitdtyerscliciiiiiiio.,cn auft-reten, lm!i denen wir daun allerdings niclat. mehr 

von vinem Knicken, sondern von einena Bevilen sprechen. 7.um Beispiel kann nach 

lost, 

L= 

Abb. 42. AusWulmi titter Rephteck-platic. Abb. 43. Aculen alum 1mr-BelAftem 

Abb. 42 eine durch Druck-Tcrifte beauspruchte. Platte in der angedeuteten Art &us

beulcn oder nach Abb. 43 der KugclbcKlen cines Ivur.-Behilters durch den 

Fifissigiceitsdruck Bculcn bckominen und gegebenenfalls * nach unten durch.  

schlagcn.  
Bei der Berechnung von FlachentrAgrm gehen mir von der Varaussetyung alus, 

daB die Platten. bzw. Schalendicke stets klein gegenfiber den Abiriessungen der 

2 Die Kenatnis der wichfigsten Tatsuch on der Platten. und Schalenstatik k1ciner Ver.  
ngewiewn auf S. Txuoitz-;xo: 

berg 1960.
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Figure 14.- Compressive-buckling coefficients for flat rectangular plates.
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TALE 7.- JCXIK • COEFICIENS FOR INFINITELY LON PLATES 

UNDER VARIOUS TYPES OF LOADS

Loading Edge support Coefficient 

Copression SS on all edges k c - 4.0 10 Yt XPC Rep. 733 
C on all edges k Icc=6.98J (ref- 29) 

K SS on y= O, y = a, x= 0 

a b F on x=b kc -0.043 

L .X C on y=-O0, y a., xO 0 1HC Rep. 7311 I (ref. 8) 
I HI F on x = b kc = 1.28 

Shear 

8S an all adges ks - 5.35 NACA, TIT 1222 
(ref. 35) 

t C on all edges ks - 8.98 NACA TN 1223 t I (ref. 43) 

Bending 

SS on all edges kb = 23.91NACA TN 1323 

C on all edges kb= -1. 8 (ref 37)
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Edge conditions: 

C clamped 

F free 

SS sipply supported (hinged) 

In sketches accompanying figures, supported edges with elastic rota

tional restraint are shown shaded. Unshaded loaded edges are simply 

supported. Unshaded unloaded edges are free.  

BASIC PRINCIPLES 

General Remarks 

The theoretical buckling stress of a flat structural element is the 

stress at which an exchange of stable equilibrium configurations occurs 

between the straiht and the slightly bent form. It marks the region in 

which continued application of load results in accelerated growth of 

deflections perpendicular to the plane of the plate. Its importance lies 

in the fact th-at-buc3.ing initiates the physical processes which lead to 

eventual failure of the plate.  

The mthematical solution of particular buckling problems requires 

that equilibrium and boundary conditions be satisfied. This can be 

accomplished by integration of the equilibrium partial differential equa

tion of the flat plate or by use of mathematical methods which may not 

completely satisfy the boundary or equilibrium conditions. The former 

solutions are exact whereas the methods based generally on energy inte

grals are approximate although usually very accurate. The. need for 

approximate methods arises from the fact that exact solutions can be 

found for only a limited number of buckling problems of practical 

importance.  

In this section, a brief outline of the methods of analysis of 

buckling problems is presented. For extensive discussions of the vari

ous methods of analysis and their application to a wide variety of prob

lems, rpference to the books of Timoshenko, Sokolnikoff, and Bleich 

(refs. 2 to 4) is suggested.  

Equilibrium Differential Equation 

The general form of the differential equation describing the slightly 

bent equilibrium configuration of an initially flat plate was derived by 

Stowell in the following form (ref. 5):

XI - A14
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Z

- X

FLANGE

Figure 1.- Transition from column to plate as supports are added along 
unloaded edges. Note changes in buckle configurations.
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This method and its application to specific problems is described 
by Budiansky and Nu (ref. 6). They have treated the Lagrangian multi
plier method in a manner in which it is possible to obtain approxijnte 
solutions for both upper and lower bounds. As determinants of higher 
order are used to obtain better approximations, both the upper and lower 
bounds approach the true buckling stress.- Thus, the Lagrangian multi
plier method may be used to obtain results within any desired degree of 
accuracy.  

In addition to the above procedures which are based on energy inte
grals, other methods of obtaining approximate solutions of buckling prob
lems have been used which invclve the equilibrium differential equation.  
Functions which satisfy the geometrical boundary conditions exactly are 
used to satisfy the governing differential equation approximately by 
processes that lead to integration of these functions. Galerkin's method, 
finite-difference equations, relaxation techniques, and iteration are some 
of the numerical methods that can be used.

BONDARY CONDITIONS

The nature of the buckle pattern in a plate depends not only upon 
the type of applied loading but also upon the manner in which the edges 
are supported. This is illuttrated in figure 1 in which the same axial 
compressive loading is seen to generate three types of buckle patterns 
on a long rectangular plate with different geometrical boundary condi
tions. The single wave is representative of column behavior, the twisted 
wave is representative of flange behavior, and the multiple-buckle pattern 
is representative of plate behavior.

To indicate the manner in which the geometric boundary conditions 
mathematically influence the buckling behavior and also to demonstrate 
the solution of the equilibrium differential equation (eq. (4)) for some 
particular cases, the plates shown in figure 1 are analyzed. Boundary 
conditions which characterize simply supported wide colunns, flanges, 
and plates are considered.  

Mathematical Analysis 

The equilibrium differential equation for elastic buckling of a 
uniaxially compressed plate can be obtained from equation (&) in the 
form

2 + 
C)2%2

a + St 2y 
D yI&

XI - A16
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It is assumed that the loaded edges of the plate are simply supported 
and therefore an appropriate solution of equation (7) iD 

V= ( cosh-k+ c 2 sinii+hos~ j sin ýiCos !~(8) 

where 

1/2b 
'2+ (9) 

lhNI2 + 1/2] 1/2 

2rC ) [. + (10) 

12(1 ve2)cycrfb 2  (11) 

The coefficients ci to c4  are to be determined by the geometrical 
boundary conditions along the unloaded edges of the plate.  

For the wide column, the unloaded edges located at y = :b/2 are 
free, and consequently the edge moments and reduced shears must be zero.  
Therefore., 

ve 2)y=*b 0 

=0 (12) 
-- ytb/2 

For the flange, the unloaded edge at y = 0 is assumed to. be simply 
supported and that at y = b Is free:

X1 - A17
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(vro= o 

0= 
kra. U-YOv b (13) 

S.43 
+ 2 (1 - ve) T.  

The plate is assumed to be simply]/ supported along the unloaded edges 
located at y - tb/2: 

(v)y-b/2 = 0 

2 ~ ()x2yitb/2(i) 

Incorporation of these boundary conditions into the solution given 
by equation (8) leads to the following implicit expressions for kc.  

For the column, 

g2 tan(5/2) + i2a tnanh(a/2) 0 ~ 

for the flange, 

ilnh a Co s q.2 coshi a sin 0 =o(16) 

and for the plate 

@a tanh(a/2) + 0 tan(0/2)] (17) 

Vhere 

p .= ve _ (-bA)2
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and 

52 + V %/) 

The buckling coefficient for wide columns and flanges is shown as a 
function of ee and a/b -in figure 2. The solutions for wide columns 
were given by Houbolt and Stowell by use of the differential equation 
for simply supported loaded edges and the energy method for clamped 
loaded edges (ref. 7).  

The buckling coefficient for a simply supported flange Vas derived 
by Lundquist and Stowell (ref. 8) in the form 

ke (6/,t2) {(l - Ve) + ý[(irb;1)2/6] (18) 

When the unloaded edge is clamped, 

k= - 0.83 - 0.93ve + 1.34(l,/jb) 2 + o.10(,tb/X) 2  (19) 

-For the simply supported plate 

= [)/b) + (b/A)] 2  (20) 

Anticlastic Curvature 

As my be seen from the solutions in the preceding section, the 
bucklinx coefficient for the simply suMorted plate depends uponly 
•__and is independent of Poisson's ratio, while the coefficients for 
the wide column and flange are functions of both ve and b/)A. This 
situation is not limited to the case of simple support alone but per-.  
tains to any degree of rotational restraint along the unloaded edges of 
aPlte. The influence of ve upon kc is traceable to the reduced
shear terms at the free edges of flanges and columns. Boundary condi
tions such as simple support do not impose the requirement of zero 
reduced shear along the unloaded edges, which eliminates the ve influ
ence from the relationship for kc.  

The value of the compressive buckling coefficient for an element 
containing a free unloaded edge depends upon the degree of anticlastic 
curvature developed. For a very narrow element such as a beam, complete

XI - A19
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APPENDIX B 

EVALUATION FOR LEAD PRESSURE 

B. I INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the analysis described in this section was to provide 

a better understanding of the interaction of the lead with the shells of the 

cask during the cool-down from the lead casting procedure and during the 
normal operational cycling. Additionally, the analysis was to determine 

an approximate temperature level at which the lead pressure fell to zero.  

A special purpose finite element program was used to investigate the 
lead behavior. To keep the finite element model simple, some approxi

mations were necessary; however, the important mechanical features of 
the structural system such as elastic-plastic-creep response of the lead, 

elastic-plastic response of the stainless steel shells, and the possibility 

for axial movement of the lead were included.  

The model was cycled through temperature histograms which covered 

a spectrum of typical cask operating histories for the normal condition.  

B. 2 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Significant results of the lead pressure evaluation were: 

a. During cool-down from the casting stage, the large thermal 

contraction of the lead relative to the shells produces signi

ficant tensile stresses in the lead. The stresses are suffi

cient to cause yielding in the inner shell.  

b. Because of the low strain hardening assumed for the stainless 

steel, the final resulting stress state of the lead after casting 

was essentially independent of the temperature point at which

XI-BI
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it was assumed the lead began to gain strength following its 

solidification in the casting process.  

c. In the short axial length of the shells analyzed, it was found 

that there was little axial movement of the lead even for long 

hold periods at room and elevated temperatures. The impli

cation of this observation is that the pressures developed in 

the lead do not relax with time. This conclusion will hold 

also for the longer shells of the cask.  

d. The analysis indicates that a stable lead pressure cycle is 

established on the first cycle after the cool from melt.  

e. A zero-lead-pressure temperature of 3600 F was established.  

This temperature is unique to the system of shells of the cask 

since it is dependent on the yielding of the inner shell. Fur

ther, at the zero-lead-pressure temperature, the residual 

stresses in the shells, both axial and hoop, were also approx

imately zefo.  

B. 3 ANALYSIS 

The computer program used to develop the lead history solutions was 

an ORNL research program called PLACRE (Ref. 62). This program was 

written specifically to solve elastic-plastic-creep problems for simple plane 

and axisymmetric structures. For this particular problem, the PLACRE 

program is much more efficient than the large general-purpose programs.  

Solving a problem involving creep of lead by the technique used in most 

of the available finite element codes (including PLACRE) Is a difficult task.  

This technique, the initial strain approach, requires that the creep strain 

increment during a given solution step be fairly small in relation to the
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elastic strains. For lead, which can creep large amounts at relatively 

small stresses, programs utilizing the initial strain approach require that 

very small time steps be taken to insure stability of the numerical proce

dure. For the small model used, PLACRE could develop the required 

number of solutions efficiently. Additionally, PLACRE contained a number 

of controls that automatically selected the time step to insure a stable and 

accurate solution.  

A sketch of the structure modeled is shown in Fig. B. 3-1. As seen from 

the sketch, the axisymmetric model included the lead and the inner and outer 

shells. The axial length was taken as 24 inches. The axial dimension was 

controlled by three factors: (1) The model should be long enough to be inde

pendent of shell boundary affects. Therefore, the axial length was taken 

at least 2. 5%'iF for the outer shell. (2) If there is significant axial move

ment of the lead, the longer the model, the better will be the simulation of 

the real lead stresses developed in the cask. (3) The size of the model in 

terms of nodes and elements must be small enough to allow a computer solu

tion reasonable in costs. The length selected is a compromise between the 

second and third factors.  

In Fig. B. 3-2, the nodal and element structure of the PLACRE model 

is shown. The inner two triangular ring elements make up the inner shell, 

the next eight triangular elements simulate the lead, and the outer elements 

model the outer shell. A perfect bond between the lead and stainless steel 

was considered.  

Boundary conditions on the model consisted of radial rollers on the 

z =0 face (including both the lead and stainless steel). This condition 

simulates a long cylinder. The other end of the model was left free. The 

free-end condition was necessary since it was not feasible to model an end 
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forging and keep the model within the nodal and element size limitations.  

For these same reasons, the-water jacket was not included in the PLACRE 

model.  

The loading conditions on the model consisted of isothermal tempera

ture cycling. No pressure cycling was considered. Schematics of the 

temperature load histories are given in Fig. B.3-3. The cooling rates, 

heating rates, and hold times were selected to simulate the cask tempera

tures from melt and the temperature history for the normal 14 day, loading

unloading cycle. In Load History A of Fig. B. 3-3, a starting temperature 

of 5000F was used as the temperature at which the stresses begin to develop 

in the cooling lead from melt. Load History A consists of one complete 

load-unload-return cycle. Load History B of Fig. B. 3-3 simulated only the 

cool from melt, assuming the stresses began at 4000 F. This later history 

was included to assess the affect of the starting temperature assumption.  

The material properties for the stainless steel were taken from the 

curves of Section XI of this SAR, as were the properties for the lead. The 

lead stress-strain curves and their bilinear approximation are given in 

Section B. 5 of this appendix. In addition to these properties, lead creep 

properties were required. The creep curves of Ref. 20 were translated 

into an empirical expression which was acceptable to PLACRE. In the con

version to the empirical expression, only the steady-state (minimum) 

creep rate was considered, the primary creep being assumed small in 

relation to the total amount of creep. The determination of the parameters 

of the empirical expression is also given in Section B. 5 of this appendix.  

B. 4 RESULTS 

The results for the simulated initial cool from casting for the two load
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histories are shown in Figs. B. 4-1 & 2. In these figures, the radial 
stress in the lead at the inner and outer shells, respectively, is shown 

as a function of temperature.  

In the initial cool-down, the results show the contracting lead pro

ducing tension fields at both the inner and outer shells. In this cool-down, 

the stainless steel shells are also contracting, but not at as rapid a rate 

as the lead. This is due to the larger coefficient of thermal expansion of 

the lead. The curves of Figs. B. 4-1 & 2 show a linear relation between the 
lead tension and temperature until the tension reaches the point where it 

can yield the inner shell at the particular temperature in the cool-down 

(the temperature-dependent yield of stainless steel was modeled). After 
the inner shell yields, the lead tension increases with decreasing tempera

ture as a function of the yield vs. temperature properties of the inner stain

less steel shell.  

This dependence on the yield vs. temperature response of the lead 

temperature is demonstrated by the similarity of the lead tension results 

for the two load cases after the inner shell has yielded. It follows that if 

the inner shell yields in the cool from melt, the final room-temperature 

lead tension will be independent of the starting temperature. This state

ment will not hold if the stainless steel is modeled with a steep or multi

linear stress vs. plastic strain slope. But for the case as analyzed, I. e., 

with the strain hardening of the stainless steel relatively flat, the room

temperature lead tension is independent of the starting temperature.  

An interesting parameter useful in the cask evaluation is available 

from the curves of Fig. B. 4-1 and the PLACRE print-out. In particular, 

the results for the initial cool-down can provide a rough approximation of
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the relation between the lead pressure change and the plastic strain in the 

inner shell. To determine the relation, the slope is determined for the 

temperature vs. pressure response while the inner shell is elastic. The 

70OF intercept, assuming elastic inner shell response, is then computed.  

It follows then that the pressure reduction caused by the yielding bf the 

inner shell would be simply the difference between the elastic line 700F 

intercept and the actual calculated pressure at 700F. If the pressure 

change and the plastic strain are assumed to be linearly related, the com

puted slope of the pressure change vs. plastic strain is 7. 8(10)5 psi/in. /in.  

This result indicates the very small amount of plastic strain Involved in the 

shell with a substantial change of lead pressure.  

Following the initial cool-down, for both the load histories, a 1, 000 hour 

hold period was simulated. During this hold, the stress in the lead did not 

relax, but only redistributed itself slightly as indicated In Fig. B. 4-2.  

In the re-heat to 400oF for. Load History A, the lead stress response 

is seen again to be linear, with approximately the same slope as observed 

in the initial cool-down. The indicated stress-free temperature is 360 0 F.  

At the final 4000 F temperature, the lead is exerting a pressure on the shells.  

This pressure results from the change in volume of the lead cavity with the 

outward (tensile) yielding of the inner shell. The heat-up time of 96 hours 

represents the estimated time for the fuel to heat the cask.  

The upper temperature level was held for the remaining 10 days of the 

anticipated 14 day, average travel time. Again, the stress levels did not 

relax and there was little indicated axial movement of the lead.  

One additional initial cool-down case was completed. This case was 

made to assess the influence of lead creep on the results of the PLACRE 

calculations. This is an important question since the computer modal of
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the entire cask considers only the plastic properties of the lead. For this 

case, the loading consisted of a temperature step from 4000F to 706F, 

with the creep calculations of PLACRE suppressed.  

The results, shown in Figs. B. 4-1 & 2, indicate that approximately 

the same path is followed with or without creep. Examination of the com

puter results indicates that the total inelastic'strains for the creep and no

creep cases are essentially the same, thus demonstrating that the low 

yield stress of the lead allows the plastic flow in the absence of creep.  

The no-creep solution, moreover, indicates that the rates of cool

down, and probably heat-up, are not important factors of computations.  

Continuing the Load History A, the PLACRE model was cycled to room 
temperature in 8 hours to simulate the cool-down in the unloading process.  

With this cool-down, the first cycle was complete. The temperature vs.  

radial lead pressure results for the cool-down are given in Figs. B. 4-3 & 4.  

The curves of these figures indicate that a stable cycle has been established.  

At the Inner shell, the cooling path (temperature vs. pressure) is very close 

to the heating results. At the outer shell, the pressure during the cool-down 

is larger than during the heat-up, but after a 14 day hold at room tempera

ture, the pressure at the outer shell falls to essentially the level at the end 

of the 1,000 hour hold period of Load History A. It Is anticipated that 

repeated cycles would simply follow the pressure history established in the 

last heat-up and cool-down of Load History A.  

It Is also of interest to examine the residual stresses in the stainless 

steel shells during the different phases of the temperature cycling. These 

stress responses for the loading cycles are given in Figs. B. 4-5 through 7.  

The important result Indicated in Figs. B. 4-5 & 6 is that the stresses in 

the shells are also approximately zero at the zero-lead-pressure tempera-
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ture of 3600F. Thus, the PLACRE results Indicate, neglecting the 

water jacket shell, that the lead and stainless.steel system is approxi

mately stress -free at 3600 F.
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JHA-74-1 (b)

Expression for Steady-Creep of Lead

To input the creep of lead Into the ANSYS Program the creep data 

of Ref. 20 must be converted to an Empirical Expression. The Steady-State 

creep of the lead will be considered and the primary creep assumed small.  

The Empirical Expression selected is: 

Ae -k 6m 
Tr

Where:

A, k, 

Tr =

Creep Rate in in./in. /Hr.  

& m = Empirical Constants Determined From Experimental 
Data 

Temperature (Absolute) 

Stress (PSI)

From Ref. 20 the following Data was extracted: 
101 

100 5oo 1.0)o) 
L40 6.LS (w) 

I 5oo 1.33 (,:-• 
330 s. go (,o)/ qO 1. 63 (Off# 

2.S0 !270 2,-3o (10)7 3 

___ ___ ___ __ ___ 7__ __0 7..1 (1011-4 

5325 SO 4.3_/O
17-0 417(1 

__ _ _ _ _ 56 1 7-o 10)~

XI-B21

6/28/75 6/75B. 5JRH
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Expression for Steady-State Creep of Lead (Cont.) 

On the following page the Ref. 4 Data is plotted (Evs. 0). The 

slope of the lines gives the m Parameter.  

Ae-k m 
Tr 

logE = log (Ae -) + m log" 
Tr 

The slopes of the four lines 

Temp°F Slope E vs.  

100 4.21 
175 4.44 
250 4.54 
325 5.50 

The average slope taken as m 

m = 4.67 

Computing the intercept at " = 1.0 using the average slope yields: 

Temp. Ae -k (=Thed= 1.0 intercept) 
Tr 

100 2.70 (10) 17 
175 2.93 (10)- 16 -16 

250 9.76 (10) _14 

325 5.82 (10) 

Writing the creep rate expression as 

logE 1. 0 = 0.434 k L.) + m 1.0 + log A 
Tr

XI-B22
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JHA-74-1 (b)

Expression for Steady-State Creep of Lead (Cont.)

Including the k Parameter in the creep rate expression forOf= 1.0

log t 1.0 - (-0.434) (15030.) 1 + log A 
Tr

Selecting a point from the last plot and solving for the A Parameter 

yields:

A = 7.82 (10)-6

Thus the final expression is: 

E = 7.82 (10)-6 e -15030 
Tr 6 4.67 in/in/Hr -

Checking the expression against the original data extracted from Rev. 20 

yields the following table: 

/00 8o0 I.0 062- 3  6.23o 0)--4 
Sao 1.7 000" ).3?Ctp)-4.  
2.4o 6.,2 ((o0) , 13C(,o)-& 

175* 5o00 .3 (1o3 Or(.103.  
3.-30 i.8o Cor-N 237(10)-4 
1_90 1.63(io)" 1._0__" 

2.5-o ' .7o a.2o ("0' 3  J.133 60)-3 
-i O I. 2.,.q"( 1 0y4 3,•0 (oy- 4 

12.0 f 4.(ia)-4 I._o _ 

I~ 
3I OjO

_________ 700 (1/) f jT
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SECTION XI 
APPENDIX C 

Buckling Analysis of Concentric Shell Configuration 

A buckling analysis of a three-layer cylindrical shell 

under various prebuckling states of stress is given below.  

Each layer is treated as an annular region with its own 

properties and its own prebuckling. state of stress. Condi

tions of continuity of surface tractions and displacements 

are used to piece together the 3 layers into the composite 

shell. Boundary conditions at the ends of the shell are 

assumed to be analogous to the classical simple-support end 

conditions for a thin shell. These boundary conditions do 

not reflect the actual end conditions of the cask shell, 

however, they allow buckling modes which can be separated 

into independent sinusoidal functions in the axial and cir

cumferential directions. Ordinary differential equations 

govern the radial dependence of the buckling modes. These 

equations are solved numerically. The final buckling condi

tion, once the 3 layers are made compatible, is found when 

the determinant of a 6 x 6 stiffness-type matrix vanishes.  

The formulation of the problem is exact. For simplicity 

it has been assumed that the prebuckling stresses and proper

ties are uniform within each layer. The incremental moduli 

of a layer must be obtained from a plasticity theory as a 

function of the prebuckling stress. Deformation theory has 

been used to calculate the incremental moduli since it

C-i
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represents a more conservative estimate of plastic buckling 

loads than flow theory (ie., Prandtl-Reuss theory).  

The following derivation is based on a single layer 

segment. The computer program solution combines the three 

concentric segments and satisfies strain compatibility and 

equilibrium of interface traction forces.  

From figure 1, the stress rate-strain rate relations 

at the instant of bifurcation are: 

r C1.C 4r.+cl +C 6x 

I I + CV3 i + 3 
Z C49 F- h 

SU - $S 2 

rx 074 V 0g 

and the strain rate-displacement rate equations are; 

o

•o• r_ (•', ÷• ).

C-2
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The incremental form of the principal of virtual 
work(ref. 1) in terms of the strain-displacement variations 
is; 

Specialization of equation 2 to cylindrical coordinates 
and setting the coeficients of the variation on w. v. and 
u to zero, the equilibirum equations.and boundary conditions 
are as follows.  

*• -I *%0 -2 ,I *) •• 

a .'ft 

+ + 

• ?' ,e° + i> d,. o • 

The boundary conditions on the lateral sides of the 
shells are; 

Tb r + "r• lP,r on (fig. C-i) r: rz ,-to (6) 

C-3
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7 V-0 @ + r on (fig. C-i) r: rL, 

Y= 4 ÷ ; LJu r on (fig. c-i) rr 

The buckling made shapes are assumed to be of the 

form; 

= ~ o ýXr itos(7 

Substituting these expressions into equation 1, and 

the stress rate-strain rate relations yields the following; 

r c , C% 0 -, ( Ye h 
J.
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V C.& (44 

For O:-X 4-L,499ýZ7T withAmI 
the above modes satisfy the boundary conditions which 
are analogous to the simply supported conditions for a 
thin shell, namely that on the ends of the shell, 

By integrating through the thickness, 

XY t V.1r = 0 

Substituting these expressions back into the equilibrium 
and boundary condition equations results in; 

Equation 3 

+ (c..C,.)F'•'+ (c,- ..  

Irr 4 -z Va

c-5
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Equation 4

.V -1 8-ta -2

+CE lit

- I I- j-I

(ir 

xy- )ý 0

Equation-5

-C33 C66' ýh Of~ rh+J V~ (h

,,,, r A? h /) t

The surface tractions on rz re and 

t II M ?S+; 1

0 

��>

tx I

rz Y. becomes;

+V�rf'�5 =5 �s

a

[ C q-'0 h I7C!ET C

(�¼ a') 'p A, 

'I 

A,

+) �,h) 

fg �I)

C-6

Now let

/

61-3 C23CSV ( h /f + -f "A) - Ce, C. F(iý-h 9 t-t 9

r-ih jp )

SC = T's SC
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and equations 3,4, and 5 can be written as; 

Y'+ A Y( (8) 

where A is a 6x6 matrix.  
From page C-4 we find; 
with, 

A,,-:,[_:r,, +4•r 77L:,• ( 
A,,tc, [ , ) (]7.  
/W, 4- Vr r 

/I" ' ' 

A2 - O11 

A~312 08(I P

C-7
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The numerical solution procedure in the annular 
region begins with the solution of.equation 8.  

Let a : (ro- rI)/N 

. re _ 

to--Yr.

Equation 8 becomes; 

Ywe, - Ye e a 
where Alis evaluated at

Ai (Wep÷,6 y): 

2

-A Ai Y

Y eI7.~A AA,'7

YE', = H Y

Now let 

andt u 

Introduce,

(Tr

1z(•
'7:'

XL

.~A~YZ.
F e ;

S.... 61? 1 y,

h (r.'))

where/ is a 6x6 matrix.  
U.

Now, X r- R 'y where ?. is a 6x6 matrix.

0 -I .
�, I'

C-9
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0 

All other components are zero.  

Thus, XjPY.~g~1 

YN+g V LP3: Y, 

and 

The buckling of a single shell under dead load surface 

loads ( *t T,l r Z 0 Vis; 

fIJ I C[J 

where E' (ý.) (r.), her,)) 

Let Utlt( •tTt)and rearrange the above equations according to 

K•TJ

C-1 0
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where / is a 6x6 matrix given by

K&,, =-k... U G= 1,3 ; ,f= 3,, 

1<- L, ; 4, .

The criteria for buckling is that the determinant of 
K equal zero, I kIlO. (9) 

The buckling condition for the three layer composite shell 
is as follows;

Io= 2<K. XKh 

let M Kao <,. k r

middle shell (see fig. 2) 

inside shell 

outside shell 

.L r k a .KI'. KT XL 

(6x6 matrix)

C-11
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Write Z.=fT, ULTl

71 r I ) Tx

fr) ye 

)71- ftr r)

If 
�

Since '~I--0 at the instant of buckling then 

LI:N(I
or U 0 

where K is given by

K~j =

where Vf

L = 1,3

( V1 ,) I

; 4:=1, 3

6 a 
11J4+3 =.M Z) *,4 3 L 11 .  

3j ~ ~ j0 0

+- j

M (>t,j 1, i Z% 3 =4

C-12
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The buckling condition therefore becomes I ki= 0 (10) 

The moduli from Ja- deformation theory used in this 
solution is as follows;(ref. 1) 

Let Vz .2, cc,/I~*,,i 4 effective stress 

with -L 

therefore the moduli are; 

where ( J / [ 

The formulation up to this point, is exact if one ident
ifies the stress increments correctly as the physical compon
ents of the rates of the convected contravarient components 
of the Kirchkoff stress. The rates in equation II are taken 
as the Jaumann rates of the Cauchy stress since these rates 
are the "true" stress rates and are consistent with the defin
itions of tangent and secant moduli . When the stress levels 
are comparable to the moduli, it is necessary to distinguish 
between the two rates. The conversion, (ref. 2), of the moduli 
from -T" Li"o.,• • to -•:.=L<,4t jA,& is given by 

In the derivation of equation 10 it is assumed that the 
hydrostatic pressure is small compared with the elastic bulk 
modulus, otherwise, the conversion is exact and

C-1 3
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C ,,,,2 C-

41 = /-zlz.  

A more simplistic representation of the incremental mod

uli of an elastic-plastic material is sometimes convenient" to 

use when the stress-state is predominantly hydrostatic. This 

representation only involves the tangent modulus at the effec

tive stress level and is generally extremely conservative when 

used in incremental buckling calculations, as will be discussed 

further below. Let Et again denote the tangent modulus at the 

current level of Xe and let B denote the elastic bulk modulus.  

The incremental moduli are taken to correspond to an isotropic 

solid with Young's modulus Et and bulk modulus B. The associ

ated shear modulus Gt is given by 

1 3 -1 

t K- Fr, 
t 

The relation between the stress-rates and strain?-rates 

in this "isotropic theory" is 

S• 4 .  t)j 
where e-= - is the deviator strain-rate. The 

term "isotropic theory" is perhaps misleading since it has 

nothing to do with isotropic strain hardening.  

In this theory, the incremental moduli are all (except the

C-14
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bulk modulus) proportional to the tangent shear modulus Gt and 

therefore very low compared to predictions of J2 deformation 

theory and J2 flow theory (i.e.,Prandtl-Reuss theory based on 

J 2 ). As an illustration consider an element of material subject 

to uniaxial compression into the plastic range, .

Now calculate the incremental shear modulus, •, for an increment 

of shear stress &3 . i.e., 
'3 

The isotropic theory gives 

G - Gt VE t 

where the latter holds if B7y> Et. The J2 deformation theory gives 

G l+3G(I/E s_/E)j - /3 

where Es is the secant modulus and G is the elastic shear modu

lus. On the other hand, J 2 flow theory (as well as any flow 

theory with a smooth yield surface) gives 

As is well known, buckling predictions based on moduli from 

J2 flow theory are often unconservative. Those based on J2 defor

mation theory, which predicts that all the incremental moduli 

will be reduced, are generally on the conservative side. The 

"isotropic theory" is even more conservative when used in buck

ling calculations since the moduli, as illustrated above, are 

reduced even further.

C-14a
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Computer Program Verification 

The results of HBUCK were compared to several classi
cal buckling solutions in order to verify the theory and the 
compptational techniques used in the code. There should be 
slight differences in the comparison , due to the fact that 
Sanders' small deflection theory in HBUCK is more accurate 
than Donnell's theory when n (circumferential buckling mode 
number) is small. As the wave length of the buckling mode 
decreases (n increases) the difference-*in the two theories 
diminishes. The verification cases are disoussed in some 
detail as follows: 

Case I Cylinder Under Lateral Pressure 

A simply supported cylinder, 160" long, was evaluated 
for buckling under uniform lateral pressure along its length.  
From figure C-3, the HEUCK results indicate that the cylinder 
buckled at a critical hoop stress of 'Mr -7 -- 4,OC P-MZ 
in the ,n=3 buckling mode.  

This was compared with the solution presented in 
NASA SP-8007, Buckling of Thin-Walled Circular Cylinders.  

(1965), which states that the critical buckling stress is: 

IZ ( It 

where L 

(31 77 4 ~Q~ 

and n 

For n-3, the classical critical buckling stress is -24,836 psi 
as compared to the -25400 psi from HBUCK. These results

C-I5
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compare within 2.2% which indicates good correlation.  

Case 2 Cylinder Under Axial Compression 

A cylinder under axial compression with dimensions 

shown in figure C-4 was analyzed. The classical solution 

used wast 

i~(N~qSA S 0~07) 

The classical solution resulted in a compressive 

stress of -516,000 psi as compared to -510,000 psi from 
HBUCK. These results are within 1% of each other, which 

indicates excellent correlation.  

Case 3 Buckling of a Ring Under a Dead Load Pressure 

The buckling of a ring with dimensions shown in 

figure C-4 under a dead load pressure is the solution of 

a pre-stressed ring on an elastic foundation.  

3(,-,.) 71 

The classical solution yields a buckling pressure of the 

3.61 psi as compared to 3.58 psi from HBUCK. These results 

correlate with 0.8%.  

Case 4 Brush-Pitner (Ref. 70) 

HBUCK was compared with the work of Brush-Pitner (Ref. 70) 

as applied to the 10/24 Cask dimensions. The comparison is 

shown in figure C-6 which represents buckling pressure of the 

inner shell as a function of the tangent modulus of lead.  

Figure C-6 shows a very close correlation in the lower range

C-16
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of lead tangent modulus applicable to the conditions in the 
Cask.

C-17
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Section XI 

Appendix D 

Cask Model Test to 
Determine Lead Behavior 

in 30 Foot Drop Accident Test 

A cask model constructed by NLI for Battelle's Columbus Laboratories 

was utilized by NLI to simulate lead behavior in the NLI 10/24 cask.  

The model cask, with lead shielding bonded to the steel walls, was 

used by BCL in similar lead slump tests at elevated temperatures. The 

BCL tests showed no significant lead movement which indicates that 

the lead and lead bond retained sufficient strength at elevated temper

atures to resist the loads imposed by the end impact resulting from a 

30 foot free fall onto an unyielding surface. The original configuration 

of the model is as shown on page XI-D-9- The model was designed 

to simulate a 1/3 scale model of the BCL-6 spent fuel shipping cask.  

With the proper modifications, NLI considered the model to be an 

adequate representation of the NLI 10/24 rail cask for the purpose of 

demonstrating lead behavior at elevated temperatures. By adjusting 

the height of the lead column and the impact limiter performance, the 

loads imposed on the lead and lead bond as a result of-end impact could 

be scaled to represent those expected to be experienced in the actual 

NLI 10/24 cask.  

The bond between the lead shield and the steel walls was ultrasonically

XI-D-I
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tested. The tests showed that a bond existed over essentially 100% 

of the area of the cylindrical steel walls. Since the bond require

ments on the NLI 10/24 cask permit a minimum of 75% bond, the load 

to be imposed on the bonded lead shielding was increased to account 

for the possible 25% difference in bond area between model and actual 

cask.  

The bottom end of the original cask was cut off reducing the overall 

length of the cask to 52 inches. A new bottom plate 21 inches thick 

was machined to simulate the configuration of the bottom end of the 

NLI 10/24 cask. The principle feature is the support of the Inner 

diameter of the lead shield while the outer diameter has no support 

and is free to move. The modifications to the original model are as 

shown on page XI-D-9. Four holes were drilled thru the bottom 

plate to provide access to the lead surface for the purpose of measuring 

any change in the position Of the lead surface.  

Test Procedure 

Dimensions of certain cask features are to be taken and recorded as 

follows: 

1. Bottom-lead position. Distance from outside surface 

of end plate to lead surface measured thru four holes In 

bottom plate spaced 90 degrees apart. Measurements 

to be taken at four different times.

XI-D-2
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a) at room temperature before drop.  

b) at elevated temperature before drop.  

c) at elevated temperature after drop.  

d) at room temperature after drop.  

2. Diameter of the cask. Two measurements taken 90 degrees 

apart and 11 inches up from the bottom of the cask. Mea

surements to be taken at room temperature before and after 

drop test.  

3. Cask length. Four measurements taken 90 degrees apart 

at room temperature before and after drop test.  

4. Impact limiter height before and after drop test.  

Thermocouples are to be attached 

to the exterior and interior of the assembly for temperature monitoring.  

Quartz accelerometers are to be attached to the top of the assembly to 

monitor the impact g-value.  

The model is to be heated to a temperature of 400 F. The assembly 

shall then be elevated to position the bottom of the Impact limiter 

30 feet above the drop target. The model is to be released so as to 

permit a free fall with the vertical center line of the model perpendicular 

to the target surface.  

Test Results 

The cask model was prepared for the drop experiment at-Battelle's

XI-D-3
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Columbus LAboratories (BCL). The model weight was 1066 lbs. The 

assembly was dimensioned and the values are presented in Table 1.  

Three thermocouples were tack welded to the exterior and interior of 

the assembly for temperature monitoring. Electrical heating tapes 

and an insulating blanket were wrapped on the exterior of the model, 

0 
and it was heated to 400 F. Two quartz accelerometers were attached 

to the top of the assembly to monitor the impact g-value.  

When the average of the temperatures indicated by the thermocouples 

attained 410 F., the distance to the lead surface at the bottom of 

the assembly was measured again as reported in Table 1.  

The heaters were removed and the model was rewrapped in the In

sulating blanket. A balsa wood impact limiter was attached to the 

bottom of the model to provide a low g-force to the model during im

pact. The limiter was constructed to align the grain of the wood with 

the direction of force. Preliminary experiments with similar balsa wood 

limiters and a dummy drop weight indicated a g-value of 120 should 

be expected.  

The assembly was elevated to position the bottom of the impact limiter 

30 feet above the drop site. The elapsed time between discontinuing 

heating and making the drop was approximately 20 miniites; the esti
0 

mated minimum assembly temperature was 380 F. The assembly was 

dropped on a 1-inch-thick steel plate resting on a thin bed of sand,

XI-D-4
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and restrained around the plate periphery by sand bags. In the drop, 

the assembly crushed and splintered the limiter, as expected, and 

than fell on its side. Approximately 10 minutes after the drop, the lead 

position at the bottom of the assembly was measured again (Table 1).  

The assembly was allowed to cool to room temperature, and all dimen

sions were measured again as shown in Table I. The assembly did not 

display any visible exterior damage.  

TABLE 1. HEASUREnE1TS OF PHYSICAL DINENSIONS OF THE 
N"LI DWIACT MODEL CASK 

Pretest, inches Post Test, inches 
Location R.T. 410 F 370 F R.T.  

Bottom-Lead Position(a) 

1 2.4840 2.4542 2.448 2.4651 
2 2.4795 2.4482 2.44 2.4563 
3 2.4818 2.4653 2.463 2.4730 
4 2.4875 2.4660 2.4635 2.4842 

Diameter (b) 

1-3 8.8515 -- 8.8495 
2-4 8.8619 -- 8.8661 

Length 

1 51-59/64 -- 51-15/16 
2 51-29/32 .... 5i-29/32 
3 51-15/16 .... 51-59/64 
4 51-59/64 .... 51-15/16 

Limiter Height 7.95 -- --- 4-5/8 

(a) Distance from outside surface of end plate. to lead surface. Four 

locations spaced 90 degrees apart.  

(b). Taken 1-1/2 inch above bottom and 90 degrees from each other.

XI-D-5
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Based on the measured limiter deformation, the estimated average 

g-value was 110. This estimate was probably low owing to the 

manner in which the limiter yielded and splintered. The peak g-value 

as measured by the accelerometers was 150; the accelerometer output 

is reproduced In Figure 1. Examination of the data in Table 1 shows 

little change in the exterior dimensions of the model. The differences 

are attributed to the method of measurement and surface condition of 

the model. Comparison of lead position measurements Indicates an 

average downward movement of 0.0136 inches. The dimensional 

changes in the lead can be considered as representing the actual lead 

behavior since there was no discernable change in the steel shells 

to mask the lead behavior.  

In a bottom end impact of either the NLI 10/24 cask or the model, 

any axial movement of the unsupported part of the lead shield depends 

upon the bond shear stress. At the same shear stress both the 10/24 

cask and the model would experience equal shear strains. Hence, 

the 10/24 cask, if subjected to the same bond shear stress as the 

model, would have a lead shield displacement greater than the model 

by the ratio of shield lengths, or (146/48.5)(0.0136) = 0.041 inches.  

The shear stress in the model at the peak acceleration of 150 g was 

unsupported lead weight - (7T/4)(8.5 2 - 5.752)(48.S)(0.41) = 612 lb.  

shear area = 7r' (8.5 + 5. 75)(48.5) = 2171 in. 2 

shear stress .- 150 (612)/2171 = 42.3 psi
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The shear stress in the 10/24 cask at the 30 g acceleration which 

results from a 30 foot free fall is 

unsupported lead weight = 34410 lb.  

shear area @ 75% bond = 2 7T 29.25 (0.75) + 26 (146) = 43975 in. 2 

shear stress = 30 (34410)/43975 = 23.5 psi 

The model test was thus conservative, since the bond shear stress 

in it was nearly twice the shear stress that would occur In the NLI 

10/24 cask in a 30 foot bottom end impact.  

The measurements of bottom-lead position (Table 1) indicate that only 

part of the total observed downward movement of the lead was due to 

the impact loading. The difference In lead. position. before and after 

impact with the model still at elevated temperature was only 0.0048 

inches, or 0.0088 inches less than the total lead movement of 0.0136 

Inches observed when the model returned to room temperature after 

the test. Evidently, differential thermal expansion of the lead and 

the steel shells when the model was heated to 4100 F caused the lead 

displacement of 0. 0088 inches. In order to determine if repeated heat

ing might cause further lead movement, the model was subjected to two 

0 
additional thermal cycles between room temperature and 400 F.  

Bottom-lead position and outside diameter at two locations were mea

sured before and after each thermal cycle with the results given In 

Table 2. No change in outside diameter was observed. The first thermal
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cycle caused a small bottom-lead movement of 0.005 inches; no 

further movement occurred in the second thermal cycle (Table 2).  

Hence, the total bottom-lead movement that resulted from thermal 

cycling plus impact loading was 0.0186 Inches. The equivalent 

total displacement at the bottom end of the lead shield In the 10/24 

cask, If subjected to similar thermal and impact conditions as the 

model, would thus be (146/48.5)(0.0186) = 0.056 inches. This 

displacement is insignificant and is conservative In any case, 

since the expected impact and thermal conditions for the 10/24 

cask are less severe than those imposed on the model.  

The procedures followed in preparing the steel shells for bonding 

and pouring of the lead shielding are the same as those used 

in production of the prototype cask. ASTM B-29, chemical -grade'.  

lead is used in both the model and the prototype cask.
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TABLE 2 

ADDITIONAL THERMAL CYCLE TESTS 

OF NUI IMPACT MODEL CASK

Tim~nqIon
a 

•(nnhpq)

Pr~tAst Post Cycle 1 Post CvclA 2

b 
Bottom-Lead Position

1

2 

3 

4 

Average

2.467 

2.459 

2.485 

2.481 

2.473

2.462 

2.453 

2.475 

2.481 

2.468

2.462 

2.455 

2.474 

2.482 

2.468

Outside Diameter C

1-3 

2-4 

Average

8.849 

8.857 

8.853

8.842 

8.861 

8.852

8.842 

8.864 

8.853

d 
Outside Diameter

1-3 

2-4 

Average

8.857 

8.867 

8.862

8.856 

8.868 

8.862

8.856 

8.869 

8.862

Measurements taken with model at RT. Model thermal cycle was 

00 
from RT to 400° F and back to RT.  

Outside of bottom to lead surface. Four places, 90 apart.  

Taken 1-1/2 inches from bottom, 900 apart.  

Taken 3 inches from bottom, 900 apart.

XI-D-7b
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FIGURE 1. ACCELEROMETER OUTPUT FOR IMPACT OF 
NLI MODEL CASK
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TEST OF I SCALE PARTIAL CASK MODEL 
AT NORMAL AND POST-FIRE TEMPERAITURES 

A I scale partial cask model was constructed in order to investigate inter

action of the bonded lead shield with the inner and outer cask shells as a 

result of the lead casting operation and subsequent exposure to elevated& 

temperatures. Configuration of the model is shown on page XI-D-13 . Bonding 

and pouring of the lead shielding (chemical grade, ASTM B-29) was carried 

out by the same procedures used in the prototype 10/24 cask. To simulate 

the minimum 75% bonding permitted in the prototype, unbonded areas (about 

2 0 
30 In each) were located 180 apart at both inner and outer lead/shell inter

faces. Ultrasonic inspection verified the presence of complete lead/shell 

bonding everywhere except In the Intentionally unbonded areas. A small 

threaded plug was inserted In the model top plate to permit measurement 

of the position of the top surface.of the lead.  

Measurements were made during the tests of the inside and outside 

0 

diameters at locations 90 apart (designated x-x and y-y), the position of the 

bottom lead surface (4 locations 90 apart), and the position of the top lead 

surface (by removing threaded plug at one location). Model temperature was 

observed by means of thermocouple'attached to Inner and outer surfaces 

of the shells. All measurements were made at room, temperature.  

The dimensional changes that resulted from the lead pour and two tempera

ture cycles (to 350 F and 600 F) are given inTable 2.
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TABLE 2 DIMENSIONAL CHANGES IN 
THE * SCALE PARTIAL CASK MODEL

Inside Diameter Outside Diameter Top Bottom 
Lead Lead 

Y-Y X-X Y-Y X-X (in) (in).  

After lead pour +.0368 -. 0198 -. 0026 -. 0117 +.024 

After 3500F +.0377 -. 0262 -. 0001 -. 0119 +.022 +.0016 

After 600 0 F +.0373 -. 0245 +.0010 -. 0145 +.029 +.0025 

Note that positive numbers are an increase in dimension. InY-Y position lead is 
bonded; unbonded area is in X-X position.  

In the tests at elevated temperature the model was oriented vertically 

with the bottom end down. In this position the lead was free to move into 

the bottom void under the action of gravity - no such movement occurred.  

Although the presence of unbonded lead areas tended to distort the diameter 

measurements, there was a net outward movement of the inner shell after 

the lead pour averaging 0.017 In., as well as an inward movement of the top 

lead surface of 0.024 in. These dimensional changes show the presence 

of a substantial radial tensile stress between the lead and inner shell, 

which qualitatively confirms the results of the PLACRE analysis of AppendixB.  

The subsequent thermal cycles to 3500F and 600°F produced no further 

significant dimensional changes in the model as shown by the data In Table 2.  

Ultrasonic Inspection of the lead bond after the thermal cycles showed no 

change from the original condition after the lead pour. The PLACRE analysis 

of Appendix B Indicates a radial pressure of about 1000 psi between the 

0 
lead and the inner shell at a 600 F isothermal condition. Hence, the lead 

behavior in the model at 6000F should be very similar to the lead behavior
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that could be expected in the 10/24 cask at the post-fire condition.
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I scale partial model of 10/24 cask
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PUNCTURE TEST OF 1/4 SCALE PARTIAL CASK 
MODEL AT NORMAL TEMPERATURE 

The 1/4 scale partial cask model previously used to investigate 

thermal effects on the composite lead/steel shell (p. XI-D-10) was 

subjected to a puncture drop test. In accord with previously establishe• 

modeling procedure the puncture pin diameter was selected as (1) (6) .  

1. 5 inches and the required model kinetic energy at impact was required 

to be (1/64) (8) 106 = 125,000 in-lb based on full prototype cask weight of 

200,'000 lb. (See references). Since the partial model weighed less than 

a complete quarter scale model of the prototype cask, additional weights 

were added in the inner cavity and the drop height was increased above 40 

inches. The weights were 10 inch diameter steel bars, cushioned where they 

contacted the inner shell by a 21 inch thick lead sheet and restrained against 

axial movement by small steel blocks and wedges. The total model weight 

at test was 2020 lb. and the drop height was 62 inches, giving an impact 

energy of 125,240 in-lb., slightly more than required. The puncture pin 

was mild steel with an edge radius of 0.050 in. on the flat machined face, 

slightly less than the 1/16 in. maximum permissible for a quarter scale 

model. The model was heated by electric heaters in-the cavity until the 

inner shell reached 400°F and the outer shell was 300 0 F. The model outer 

shell cooled somewhat during preparations for the drop; outer shell temp

erature is estimated to have been about 250°F at impact, giving an average 

lead temperature of about 325 0 F.  

This puncture test is considered to have been very conservative in that 

the equivalent impact energy of the full cask was used and the water jacket, 
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neutron shield water and three sets of cooling fins ware omitted from 'the 

model. Thus, the full puncture loading was applied to the outer shell 

directly without any of the protection normally provided by the water jacket 

and fins.  

The photographs on p. XI-D-15 show the model being aligned and 

located at proper height above the puncture pin before the drop (upper left), 

the puncture pin braced to prevent bending (upper right), the indentation 

in the outer shell after drop on the puncture pin (lower left), and the puncture 

pin after test (lower right). The puncture pin deformed plastically over an 

annular region near the edge and mushroomed slightly. The sketch on p.  

XI-D-16 shows the indentation made in the cask outer shell by the puncture 

pin. Very little shear was evident at the edges of the indentation, probably 

because of the plastic deformation that occurred near the edges of the 

puncture pin. A liquid penetrant test was performed over the indented region 

and no evidence of cracks was found. As indicated approximately in the 

sketch (XI-D-16), the inner shell bulged slightly; the indentation extended 

over a greater distance than was the case in the outer shell. The amount 

of bulging at the maximum point could be measured accurately, but the 

general shape of the indentation was only approximated. The indentation on 

the outer shell was determined accurately by a profile gage.  

The puncture test results demonstrate that the outer shell of the 

10/Z4 rail cask will not be punctured under the conditions of the hypothetical 

puncture accident, even without the additional protection normally provided 

by the neutron shield tank and fins.
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SECOND PUNCTURE TEST 5176 

OF 1/4 SCALE PARTIAL CASK MODEL 

In the first puncture test of the 1/4 scale partial cask model the outer 

shell temperature at impact was lower than the temperature expected under 

normal transport conditions (p. XI-D-14). Hence, a second puncture test 

was performed to- evaluate the effect of a higher temperature on puncture 

resistance of the outer Shell. In this test the impact energy was the same 

as in the initial test (2020 lb. model weight and 62 in. drop height); the model 

was rotated 1800 so the puncture pin struck on the opposite side from the 

original test. The model was heated as before by electric heating elements 

in the cavity; these were removed when the inner shell reached 375oF and 

the outer shell reached 3300F. During preparations for the drop the model 

temperature was maintained through use of gas burners applied to the outer 

"shell. The outer shell temperature at time of drop was 3250F; average lead 

temperature is estimated to have lbeen about 340 0 F.  

The photographs on page XI-D-20 show the indentation in the outer shell 

and the puncture pin after test. As in the first test the puncture pin deformed 

plastically near the edge and mushroomed slightly. The sketches on page 

XI-D-21 show the indentation in the outer shell and the bulging of the inner 

shell resulting from the impact on the puncture pin. The deformation is 

somewhat greater than in the first test. A liquid penetrant test applied over 

the indented region of the outer shell showed no evidence of cracks. Hence, 

the outer shell was not penetrated in this second puncture test at a 325°F 

shell temperature.
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